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This thesis examines the object oriented paradigm by 
presenting the design and implementation of a system using an 
object oriented data base and comparing object oriented 
programming with traditional programming. The case study 
application used is the Mechanized Time Reporting (MTR) System 
from US West. The C++ programming language coupled with 
Object Design's data base ObjectStoretm were the tools used.
Object Oriented Programming involves class structures, 
sub-classes, objects, inheritance and polymorphism. This 
thesis will examine those issues and answer the questions: 
What is an object? What is a class? When is subclassing 
appropriate? What does inheritance provide? How does 
polymorphism work?
Object oriented technology focuses on the usage of classes 
and objects rather than data structures and procedures. A 
class is a template and a set of objects that provide for the
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abstraction of the object. Subclasses inherit attributes from 
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Computer programming has been evolving ever since the 
first computer was powered up. The shift from machine 
language to high-level languages allowed computer programmers 
to write programs that were more like the way regular people 
thought of the world or talked to each other. This was a 
great step in computer evolution. I believe we are seeing a 
similar paradigm shift in computing today. This new shift is 
to Object Oriented Programming (OOP), where the focus is on 
the object. By focusing on the objects seen in the "real" 
world we are taking a new step towards writing programs that 
even more closely resemble the ways people think.
The object oriented paradigm includes class structure and 
reuse, sub-classes, objects, inheritance, and polymorphism. 
A class is a template for an object and an object is an 
instance of a class. A sub-classes inherits from a parent 
class and then uses polymorphism to change its functionality 
as needed. Inheritance and polymorphism allow classes to be
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reused without being rewritten. Object oriented programming 
is a powerful tool, however to use it effectively requires 
the programmer to make a large shift in thinking.
1.1 Motivation
When a person decides to build a fence they do not focus 
on the procedure of how to build it but on the pieces needed 
to build it. The fence is built in a way that could be called 
a procedure but the real way it is thought of is how the 
pieces fit together. These pieces are like the objects of 
object oriented programming.
Each of these pieces or objects can have many different 
uses. The hardware store does not stock pieces specifically 
for a fence, but almost anyone can walk into a store and 
select generic pieces and build a fence out of them. The 
shift to Object Oriented Programming (OOP) has the same type 
of focus in mind, that of taking generic pieces and putting 
them together in such a way as to create a product. This gives 
programmers the ability to reuse generic objects to build many
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more programs. The software engineer is not continually 
rewriting input routines or trees or stacks. Instead they can 
go into a library and select the pieces they need in order to 
build their project.
Object Oriented Programming allows the programmer to take 
this object idea one step further, the fence is built by 
objects from the hardware store but it then becomes an object 
in itself. The fence object provides a way for the user to 
call the fence and request it to be built. The fence has a 
default constructor, for example a three foot high chain link 
fence. If the person calling the fence wants a six foot high 
fence he can pass in the height and the fence will build 
itself accordingly.
If the type of fence desired is something completely 
different the person needing the fence can tell the fence to 
ask for more information. The fence then prompts the user for 
the information it needs and selects a sub-class that fits the 
information returned. For example, what kind of fence wood 
or metal? Some of the information a fence needs will be
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required for all fences regardless of their type. For 
example, how long and how many gates, this information, is the 
inherited information. Other information is dependent on the 
type of fence needed. This specialized information is 
obtained from the polymorphism found in the sub-class. For 
example if the selected class type is wood there will be more 
information the fence needs like whether it is to be a privacy 
fence or a split rail fence.
This fence example demonstrates a class (fence), a sub­
class (wood fence), an object (6-foot wooden privacy fence), 
inheritance (length of fence) and polymorphism (privacy) . All 
of which are the elements of Object Oriented Programming that 
are different from traditional programming.
This new approach to programming impels the software 
community to examine and test out the new issues raised with 
the object oriented paradigm (10,11,16). There are different 
approaches in testing the new object oriented technology, 
including developing libraries, examining class management and 
re-engineering systems into object oriented programs
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(1,5,6,13). This research was a case study to create a real 
application, using an object oriented data base and an object 
oriented programming language.
1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this research and thesis is to investigate 
the object oriented paradigm and compare it with traditional 
programming. The method used to investigate the object 
oriented paradigm is the case study approach of selecting an 
existing system and re-engineering it using the object 
oriented methodology. The existing system that was selected 
for the research is the Mechanized Time Reporting (MTR) 
subsystem of the payroll system used at US West. The code 
generated during this project is also a test bed for examining 
how data integrity business rules are handled in an object 
oriented data base (1).
The purpose of this thesis is not to design huge libraries 
or even study the effects of libraries on the software 
community, although that would be a very worthwhile endeavor.
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Instead this work looks at the way that object oriented 
programming can be used in the data base arena to design a 
data intensive application.
Data bases have in the past used many of the same concepts 
that object oriented programming is built on. For example, 
some form of inheritance has long been available in data base 
applications. Does inheritance in object oriented programming 
work the same as it does in a data base? Class structure has 
also been apparent in data base systems. This thesis examines 
inheritance and class structure for object oriented 
programming.
1.3 Research Questions
The research questions that will be examined fall into 
three categories. The first are issues related to what
exactly is object oriented programming. The second set of 
questions involves applying object oriented technology to the 
application chosen. The third relates to the different tools
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used in this project. The answers to thesis questions are the 
basis for this thesis.
The first question to be examined is what exactly is 
object oriented programming and how does it differs from other 
types of programming. What are classes and what are objects? 
Are the two the same or are they different? How does
inheritance work in classes? How does polymorphism work in 
the object paradigm? All these questions relate to the 
definitions of object oriented programming.
Knowing the object oriented paradigm is the first step# 
applying it is the second. Which data structures in this 
application are the objects? What classes do the objects 
belong to? How generic should the classes be and where is 
inheritance most profitable to make the classes more specific? 
When is it necessary to use polymorphism to change objects? 
These are design decisions that had to be made.
Another research area relates to the specific programming 
language and data base chosen. How does the specific
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programming language deal with classes? How does the language 
interface with the data base? What kinds of classes does the 
data base have available for the programmer to use directly? 
Does the object oriented data base provide a transaction 
mechanism or does the programmer need to build one? These 
questions relate to the specific tools chosen for this 
application.
1.4 Research Performed
The environment for this exploration has been the C++ 
programming language coupled with Object Design's data base, 
Object Storetm. ObjectStore uses C++ as the interface 
programming language. The application used in this research 
was previously studied using C, and a relational data base 
management system. This work has examined the elements of the 
data base with the object oriented data model so that 
comparisons can be made between the two data models.
Object oriented programming and new work in data base 
design are some key ideas being explored in the software
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industry. This research has enabled us to explore these ideas 
and see how they link together for a larger project. The 
initial design needed for this task has undergone much debate 
as the decision of where class structure, inheritance, 
enumerated types and subclasses would be used, in comparison 
to the relational data base project of the previous year. For 
example, C++ does not allow changes in the type of an object 
once it has been defined. This has serious implications as 
to where to break classes of objects into subclasses. It can 
be seen that some objects could have required a change in type 
if we were not careful to avoid it. The key concept seems to 
be that an object is defined by what it is and not what 
corporate policy dictates. Anything that can change can not 
be an identifier for an object or even a sub-class.
1.5 Topics Covered
Class structure and class reuse, objects, inheritance, 
and polymorphism are discussed and how they relate to each 
other and the object paradigm. Chapter 2 examines the issues 
which comprise the object oriented paradigm.
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Discussion of previous related research is found in 
Chapter 3. The original re-engineering of the application 
chosen was carried out using a relational data base and this 
work is examined.
The actual application of this thesis is discussed in 
Chapter 4, with the design document and project code in the 
appendices. The issues here are the design and implementation 
of the application. The tools used for this project, C++ and 
the ObjectStore data base, and the way they were used are 
discussed in Chapter 4.
Conclusions and directions for further research are found 
in Chapter 5. Areas of concern regarding the tools used are 
also discussed.
1.6 Summary
Object oriented programming and the C++ language has 
allowed us to examine the many different ideas object oriented
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programming entails. The object oriented paradigm provides 
the new object oriented programmer many areas of 
investigation. Object oriented programming is a very powerful 
tool which requires the programmer to make a large shift in 
thinking to be able to use the paradigm effectively.
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Chapter 2 
OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING VERSUS 
TRADITIONAL PROGRAMMING
Object Oriented Programming has the potential to 
revolutionize the software development industry with a switch 
in emphasis from individual programs written specifically for 
the application to large-scale reuse of code. Large-scale 
reuse is the ability of a class to be used not just by its 
original developer, but by other developers who may be from 
other organizations, and may use the classes over a long 
period of time (5) .
2.1 Large Scale Reuse of Components
The idea of reusing components that have been written 
previously implies a shift to a "new culture" whose emphasis 
is not on projects but instead on components (10). The idea 
of large well written and well maintained libraries where 
programmers can select the objects they wish to use and 
incorporate into their program is one of the main ideas in
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Object Oriented communities. Several libraries have been 
created and there are many lessons we can learn from the 
experiences of these programmers (10) .
2.2 Objects Not Procedures
The idea of objects as the main component of a program is
one of the most obvious differences between object oriented
programming and procedural programming. Objects model the
entities in the application domain (10), that is, they are the
real life components that the program needs to work with.
Procedural languages can use specific data structures in the
program to simulate objects but the emphasis of the design is
on the procedures to manipulate these structures.
An object is sometimes thought of as an instance of 
a class but there is more to the definition than 
that. An object has state, behavior, and identity; 
the structure and behavior of similar objects are 
defined in their common class; the terms instance 
and object are interchangeable (3, p. 77).
According to the previous quote there is a combination of
properties in an object. The state of an object includes the
properties of the object as well as the values of each
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property (3). The behavior of an object is how it acts and 
reacts in relation to other objects. The identity of an 
object defines which object is being used in comparison to the 
other objects in its class. This combination of properties 
is what makes objects different from data structures used in 
procedural programming.
2.3 Classes of Objects
A class is a set of objects that share a common structure 
and a common behavior pattern (3,93) . The class is the place 
where the essence of an object is found it is the abstraction 
of a group of objects.
A program can get information from a class or object 
without having to know the details of implementation. This 
is called information hiding. By hiding the details, many 
different applications can use the same class for different 
objects as long as the objects are similar. If, or when, the 
structure of the class needs to be changed it is a simple 
operation of changing the class internals. This does not
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affect the many applications using it because the change 
occurred in the "hidden" portion of the object. Information 
hiding makes maintenance a simpler operation because the 
change is not propagated to the calling program.
A class is set up to define the type of structure the 
object requires. Different views of a class are found by the 
program using only some members of the class. Constructors 
and destructors are used for each class and for each object 
using that class. Other operations can be performed on the 
object by simply calling the procedure embedded in the 
definition of the class. Procedures that are found in a class 
are generally called methods.
2.4 Inheritance Between Classes and Objects
Inheritance is a relationship between classes that allows 
for the definition and implementation of one class to be based 
on that of other existing classes. A new class made in this 
way is often called a derived class(10). By using inheritance 
the programmer does not have to redefine the same entities.
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The class can be expanded upon or modified by using a 
subclass. The subclass embodies the abilities and structures 
of the parent, but it can have other methods and data. The 
subclass could also modify the use of a specific attribute. 
This eliminates redundant code for slight variations where 
similar data structures and/or methods are needed.
2.5 Polymorphism and the Changing of Objects
Polymorphism is the ability of an object to take on more
than one form or to use methods found in other classes.
Polymorphism exists when the features of 
inheritance and dynamic binding interact, it is 
perhaps the most powerful feature of object- 
oriented programming languages next to their 
support for abstraction, and it is what 
distinguishes object-oriented programming from more 
traditional programming with abstract data types 
(3, p.65).
There are several different ways that polymorphism can be 
accomplished. The object can be type cast, where the 
programmer literally instructs the program to change the class 
type of an object in order to use other methods found in the
new type.
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The functions can be redefined as subclasses with the 
original class being the default and then each subclass can 
have different functions according to its particular needs. 
This is called function overloading with the top level 
function as the virtual function.
Polymorphism is also seen in operator overloading, where 
the operator means different things based on the types of 
classes it is used with. Operator overloading allows the same 
symbol to mean different things based on which class the 
symbol is used with.
2.6 Summary
As with other types of programming, when designing an 
object oriented program, there are several goals to achieve: 
the program should accurately model the real-world objects to 
be represented, inconsistencies in the design must be detected 
at design time, the code must be robust, and it should allow 
changes as the application is updated (11) . The ability to
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have information hiding and class overloading permits much of 
this flexibility. Information hiding allows the programmer 
to change the way the class works without changing how it 
looks to the application using it. Inheritance also helps in 
allowing the programmer to use existing classes that are 
modified to provide a different functionality.
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Chapter 3 
BACKGROUND OF EARLIER RESEARCH
There has been a variety of research done in the past 
covering different aspects of object oriented technology. 
Some researchers have looked at building large libraries that 
can be used by many programmers. Others have looked at class 
structures and how they should ultimately work together. 
Still others have looked at the best way to design object 
oriented systems.
3.1 Mechanized Time Reporting (MTR) System
The Mechanized Time Reporting (MTR) system in use at US 
West was the subject of this research, as well as previous 
research done using a relational data base in 1990. This 
system allows the employee to enter the hours worked plus 
information detailing what the employee did during that time. 
The MTR system also records information about why hours were 
not worked, such as vacations or sick leave. It has many 
rules about which codes may be entered based on the employee's
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work status and position and what projects have been worked 
on during the day. The MTR system was chosen initially for 
the relational project because it was a typical business 
application of US West and because of the many rules needed 
to operate it.
3.1.1 The Relational Data Base Research
The relational project examined the original system and 
the documentation for that system. Information was gathered 
from these sources, and from the users of the original system, 
in order to formulate the requirements needed for the re­
engineering of the system (4).
Re-engineering involves more than rote translation 
to a new programming language or to new hardware. 
Instead, re-engineering involves changes in 
paradigms, functionality, and form. (2, p.l)
The system was re-engineered using the relational data base 
Sybasetrn. The project also included designing a graphical 
user interface, in the C programming language, that works with 
the data base. The research included examining the business 
and data integrity rules needed for MTR to function properly
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and the implementation of those rules within the data base. 
The functionality and structure of the original system was 
maintained during the conversion.
3.1.2 Relational verses Object Oriented
The requirements for the MTR application were specified 
during the development of the relational project. Therefore, 
obtaining requirements was not a necessary part of the 
research for this thesis. The requirements are the same for 
the two systems. The design on the other hand was quite 
different. Object oriented programming provides different 
alternatives for re-engineering than the relational model had 
available.
There were some features of MTR that needed to be 
implemented in a particular fashion due to the fact that end 
users of the project wanted to have the same functionality 
that they had in the old system. However, it was also found 
that some of the data being entered by these users were due 
to fixes to the original system, for example, a way to store
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data that was not originally designed into the original 
system. Rewriting the system from scratch gave the 
opportunity to redesign the input and make some of this data 
unnecessary. However, we did not have the ability to change 
the input since the users wanted "the way we've always done 
it" maintained. This attitude can either be a challenge to 
overcome or a place where the programmer allows the user to 
dictate the design.
Although it was a benefit to have the relational project 
as a background, some of the challenges encountered in this 
project stemmed from the continuing prevalence of the 
relational way of thinking. For example, tables used in the 
relational project could have become enumerated types in the 
object oriented system, which was the first thought. In fact, 
the table was only necessary in the relational model and could 
be designed differently in object oriented programming.
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3.2 Software Engineering Techniques for OOP
Researchers suggest firmly that object oriented 
programming is iterative by nature (3,5,10). Most suggest 
that a bottom-up approach is the best way to go. Some authors 
avoided the subject of development with a hand wave and a 
warning that it would take many iterations. To be able to 
accomplish specific requirements, we continued to look for a 
more concrete way of dealing with design (3,17).
"Object Oriented Design with Applications" by Booch (3), 
contains a design method that was examined and used. The 
diagrams used for object oriented programming looked much like 
any software engineering diagrams, with a few shapes added to 
better suggest objects or re-usable classes. For example, 
instead of ovals, blob shapes were suggested to make the whole 
process look more abstract, with the idea that programmers 
could shape the objects as they wished rather than sticking 
to a very rigid object (3).
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The process of object oriented development involves first 
identifying the classes and objects. Then the semantics of 
the different classes and objects are found. The next step 
is to determine the relationships between classes, and the 
final step is to implement the classes. The different diagrams 
suggested were class diagrams, state transition diagrams, 
object diagrams, timing diagrams, module diagrams and process 
diagrams (3).
We used a class diagram and an object diagram; the other 
diagram concepts were used but not formalized into diagrams. 
As an example, class and object diagrams are shown in figures
3.1 and 3.2. This set is for a generic rules system that is 
part of the related research. Figure 3.1 shows the class 
diagram for the data base rules. The classes are in the ovals 
with the relationship between classes on the labeled lines, 
the single end of the line together with the forked end means 
a one-to-many relationship. The object diagram for the rules 
system is in figure 3.2. The ovals in this diagram represent 
the objects, while the labeled arrows represent the methods 

















Large scale reuse of classes is not just reuse by the
original developers, but by other developers who may be from
other organizations, and may use the classes over a long
period of time (5) . With this in mind there may be a
different focus on how to design classes.
Even in cases where clients have very specific
requirements, we believe a large part of an 
application should be boilerplate, with only a few 
components being designed specifically to meet the 
new requirements (5, p.92).
A starting point, then, is to consider a software 
information system as a collection of object 
classes (5, p .92).
For a new system, one could find generic classes that would
suit the purpose and then use them with inheritance and
polymorphism to manufacture the class needed. Then as
requirements change or designs improve the classes could
change at the lowest level.
The task of maintaining a large collection of classes is
called class management. When collections are large,
developers may require assistance in finding classes for
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reuse, such as a browsing mechanism or table of contents for 
the library. Class packaging is also an issue that is 
sometimes difficult. Even with the include (.h) files 
available for the C language, programmers often wonder which 
.h file will contain the function they wish to use. This would 
also be a problem with new libraries of classes. Browsing 
techniques to better aid developers are a subject of on-going 
research (5).
3.4 Libraries
Libraries could be an important factor in the development 
of new software and some researchers are investigating how 
libraries may be of assistance. For example, libraries of 
screen control objects (windows), and regularly used 
structures (trees) would be a great benefit for programmers. 
Some window packages have been developed and used quite 
extensively. Also libraries which define and manipulate data 
structures such as trees, lists, stacks, and sets are 
valuable. This is a place where object oriented programming 
really shines. With the power behind class inheritance and
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function overloading, very effective use of re-usable classes 
can be made.
For the effective use of these libraries there must be 
some standardization. Simple naming conventions will make 
reuse of these classes easier. Names for procedures should 
be verbs. Names for attributes should be nouns, and names for 
booleans should be verbs that ask a question like is_leaf or 
full (13). Classes must start out being very generic and 
become more specific via subclasses. That way, a developer 
could create an object at the most specific area needed for 
their application with the option to change the class if 
necessary.
The idea of using libraries is appealing, but only the 
data base libraries were available for work on our system. 
There were a number of classes available for use from the 
researchers at US West (18) . However, upon inspection they 
were found to be of little assistance to this project. Most 
of the classes that had been written at US West did not have 
the proper content or functionality needed for this project.
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There was very little generality between the two projects, so 
the classes needed were quite different. One or two. of the 
abstract data types in the collection might have been 
beneficial, but they were more complex than was needed and 
since library stability was questionable these were not used.
Therefore, we wrote the entire system from scratch, with 
only the data base classes written by others. There are very 
few re-usable classes in our system since the classes are very 
specific to our application from beginning to end.
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Chapter 4
THE MECHANIZED TIME REPORTING (MTR) SYSTEM
The application that we used for our case study is the 
Mechanized Time Reporting (MTR) system. This is an employee, 
payroll and accounting system that is currently being used at 
US West. The first version developed was a rule-based 
relational model which was mentioned in the background chapter 
of this thesis (section 3.1). This chapter will discuss the 
re-engineering of that version into an object oriented system.
4.1 Object Oriented Design
The first order of business was to learn about object 
oriented programming. This was accomplished through various 
readings on the subject and the actual use of the C++ 
programming language (8,9,12). C++ is the interface language
of the data base used and it is a good example of the object 
oriented programming languages available. C++ has many of the 
features necessary to carry out a true test of the abilities 
and usefulness of the object oriented method.
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One of the first hurdles to overcome was a traditional way 
of thinking when viewing the project, such as the relational 
data base mind set and the procedural programming mind set. 
The object oriented model requires a change in the way of 
thinking about the problem. The concept of modularity is 
similar, but data hiding and subclassing- concepts are quite 
different and are necessary for the model.
The shift to hide almost all of the data associated with 
the data structures, as well as all of the user interface for 
an object was unusual and took two or three iterations to 
achieve. Subclassing objects was also interesting because C++ 
does not allow objects to change class dynamically and in a 
payroll system there is potential for the redefinition of 
jobs. Therefore, some of the categories that we first thought 
might be subclasses were found to be inappropriate. After 
many discussions with the researchers at US West (17) an 
appropriate classing system was found.
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4.1.1 Class Design
The main focus of object oriented design is on the classes 
that will contain the objects. In order to make full use of 
the object oriented paradigm a class must be able to stand by 
itself with very little, if any, knowledge about the other 
classes. Classes should have the data hidden from the other 
objects in the program using visible class methods to 
manipulate the hidden data. This hiding of the data might 
take a programmer two or three iterations of to achieve.
The first iteration in this work was that of having the 
main program know about every set of objects found in each 
class. In order for the sets to be seen by the main program 
the set declaration had to be in the public portion of the 
class. By allowing the sets to be visible, the classes were 
treated more like data structures and were therefore, a more 
procedural style, (often in procedural programs the main 
program manipulates the data structures). Figure 4.1 shows 
the original code where the main program knew the name of each 
set in order to create new objects.
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cout «  *\n£nter the employee you would like.\n“; 
foreacM eapteap, cap)
cout «  eapteap->&etNa«e() «  * * «  eapteap->GetSSN() «  
cin »» which;
eapteap « eaplCetSSNO »* which]; 
cout «  eapteap* »GetNaae() «  *\n\n"; 
jobteap ■ eapteap-»GetJobText(); 
peyteap ■ nev(db) peyperiocK); 
peyt eap->Input PeyseriodT ext();
Enter_PayPeriod_OetaiIs(paytaap);
eapteap-> jobteap- >payperiods.insert(payteap);
Enter Peyberiod Oeta i I *( pay_per i od peyteap)
(






aorcdaye ■ TRUE; 
while (aoredayi)
(
deyteap ■ new(db) dey<); 
dayte^->lnputOeyText(); 
peyteap-»deye.insert(deyteap); 
aoreexceptione ■ TRUE; 
while(aoreoxceptione)
{
cout «  "Is there exception activities for this day.W; 
cin >> era; 
if Cans ■■ *y*><
excpteap ■ new(db) exceptions; 
excpt cap* >InputExceptionText<); 
peyteap* >deyteap->act ivi t i es. i nsert (excpteaa >;
)
else aoreexceptione ■ FALSE;
case 2 :




•\n"; peyteap- >deyteap- »aet i vi t i es. i nsert ( act i vi ty t eap) ;
detailteap ■ rtew(db) labor_detait; 
detaiIteap->InputlaborOetaTI Text(SUPERVISOR); 
peyteap-»daytenp->ect ivi tyteap->detai Is. ineert(detai tteap); 
breakO; 
case 3:
ectivityteap * neutdb) plant_activty; 
activityteap->InputMeuActivityText(); 
activityteap->lnputNeuLaborActivityText(); 
act i vi tyteap-»lnputNew*egularActivi tyTextl >; 
activityteap-*InputNewPlantActivityText(); 
payt eap->dayt eap-»act ivi ties. ineert(act ivi tyteap); 
detailteap ■ netKdb) labor_detail; 
detai I teap-»I nputlaborOetaTl Text(PLANT); 
payt eap->dayteap->ect ivi tyteap- »detei Is. ineertldetai I teap); 
break; 
case 4:
ectivitytaat ■ new(da) engineer<ng_activty; 
activityt eap*»InputMauActivityText(); 
act ivi tyteap-XnputaewL aborAct ivi tyTextl ); 
actl vi tyteap-HnputNewtegulerActivi tyText (); 
ectivityteap->lrputNew£ngineeringActivityText(); 
peyteap- >daytaap >act i vi ties, insert (act ivi tyteap); 
detailteap ■ nawtdb) labor_deteiI; 
detai I teap-»I nputLaborOetall Text (ENGIMEERIMC); 
peyteap-»deyteap "ectivityteap-»details. insert(detai I teap); 
break; 
case 5:
aoredetails • FALSE; 
break; 
default:
cout «  "That is not an option, please select agamvn"; 
break;
>
payteap->dayteap->labteap->detai Is. insert(detai I teap);
else aoreexceptione ■ FALSE;
else aorelabor ■ FALSE;
■orelabor • TRUE; >
idti le(aorelabor) >( >
cout «  "Is there labor activities for this day.Vn";
cin »  ana;
if (ana »  "n") break;
aoredetails • TRUE;
whi le(aoredetai Is)<
cout «  "Is there labor details for this dsy.Uf;
cin »  ens; 
if (ens “y")<
cout «  "Please enter the naber of the type of detail\n";
cout «  " 1. Union Conference DctlvityVP;
cout «  " 2. Relief Supervision ActivltyNn";
cout «  " 3. Regular Plant Labor AetivityNn";
ceut «  " 4. Regular Engineering Labor Activity\n“;
cout «  " S. Stop Entering Labor DetsilsXn";
cin »  which;
switch (which)
a 1:
ectivityteap ■ neu(db) «a»ion_eonferenee_eetivity;




detailteap ■ newldb) labor detail;
dotei I teap- * IrputteborOeteTlTeat(UMION);
peyteap ’deyteap >ectivi tytaap *detaila. ineert(deteilteap);
breakO;
Figure 4.1 MTR Code with Sets Visible
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The set information being universally known removed the 
data hiding power that is available in object oriented 
programming. Opening up the classes to the world allowed the 
main program to treat the classes as if they were traditional 
data structures and indeed that is what they had become. The 
main program had control over the objects and could manipulate 
them at will.
Since the research was to be object oriented, the classes 
were rewritten. Figure 4.2 is the same area of the main 
program as was figure 4.1, but with the object oriented 
paradigm more in focus. The main program knows nothing about 
the classes other than which methods to call in a certain 
class. The sets then become transparent with only the parent 
class knowing about them. By closing off the classes to 
public knowledge the program becomes more object oriented and 
allows the classes to have the control over their objects.
By allowing the classes to have all the data hiding 
possible, it became necessary for the classes to contain other 
methods that were not previously considered. Objects which
4106





cout «  "\r£nter the employee you would like.\n"; 
foreach(emptemp, emp)
cout «  emptemp->GetName() «  " " «  emptemp->GetSSN() «  M\n"; 
cin »  which;
emptemp * empCGetSSNO *= which]; 
jobtemp ■ emptemp->GetJobText(); 
pay temp * new(db) payjaeriodO; 
j obtemp* >1nsertNewPayPer i od(paytemp); 
paytemp* >InputNewPayPer i odText();
Figure 4.2 MTR Code with Sets Transparent
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can stand alone need to have input and output methods 
available in order to be able to interact with the user. We 
found three types of methods that were needed: user interface 
methods, output methods and methods to deal with the class's 
child sets.
The user interface methods needed were the prompts to the 
user for the data to be input for each object. Since there 
was the possibility of attaching the graphical user interface 
provided by the relational model as well as the textual user 
interface designed with this project it was necessary to keep 
the user interface methods as compartmentalized as possible. 
Each class had a textual interface to prompt the user for data 
which could be called by the main program or any other class 
that needed the access.
The procedures which dealt with a parent class and its 
child classes were primarily needed for the user interface. 
The methods needed for the interface and data reading were 
called fill-in methods, and were designed for the simple 
textual interface version. The fill-in methods called other
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fill-in methods for any sets of objects which the parent 
object contained, and this pattern propagated down through the 
hierarchy of the classes.
As each new object had the data entered the user was 
given the options of filling in the child objects that 
belonged to it or to stop at the point just finished. This 
gave the user the ability to enter all the data for a day or 
timesheet or just partial data. It also allowed the user to 
stop at whatever level was appropriate for the employee.
The final method type that was needed was the methods for 
output devices. This entailed decisions about the format of 
the data that would be needed for the type of output device 
chosen. For this research it was simply screen output, but 
in some cases printed output or file output might be required. 
Also the form of the output became an issue; for example, was 
a date needed as a string of characters, a julian date or a 
combination of strings and numbers?
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The original idea was to have all of the user interface 
in the main program in order to be able to take the textual 
interface off and easily replace it with an already built 
graphical user interface. The decision to include the textual 
interface in the classes had the advantage of providing the 
system with more complete objects and better data hiding. It 
also made the design simpler as each object became more 
independent from the rest of the system. However, the 
decision to include the interface in the objects had the 
disadvantage that it made the conversion to the graphical 
interface more complex.
4.1.2 Class Relationships
The decision to hide the sets gave rise to a disturbing 
question about object oriented programming. To keep the 
object oriented paradigm pure by allowing the objects to stand 
alone, it became necessary to have a different input routine 
available for each type of user interface that will be used. 
It is also necessary to have an output routine in each class 
for each output device. This may be an appropriate design to
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use in object oriented programming, however, it does not allow 
the objects to be independent of the user interface or output 
devices, so the transition between these becomes a major 
issue.
Using the object oriented paradigm to its fullest 
potential also required the coding of other routines to make 
each class and object less dependent on the main program. For 
example, each class needed a method to search through any set 
of objects it contained in order to select a single object. 
The selection method was necessary for any method which needed 
to operate on a specific element of a set, for example a data 
modification function.
In our hierarchical system there were very few class 
relationships besides the ones mentioned previously. Most of 
the classes were related to each other by some form of parent- 
child relationship. Because of this hierarchical structure 




Deciding where subclassing would be effective was an area 
that took some investigation on the part of the designers. 
For example, in this application, the issue that brought 
subclasses into focus was trying to discover how an employee 
and his job were related. There are several iterations of 
object diagrams (see figures 4.3 to 4.5) which illustrate the 
subclass investigation. Originally we thought that employees 
in a certain job would be a subclass of employee but that 
turned out to be wrong for our application because when an 
employee changes jobs then he is changing subclasses (see 
figure 4.3). In C++ dynamic class changing is not possible, 
unless the object is deleted and then recreated in the new 
class.
The next idea was to make the job an object that was an 
attribute of employee. Attempting this architecture created 
the necessity for descriptions for the job such as a name and 
classification and other descriptors for jobs that had never 











works during works during
Day
A c t iv i ty
Figure 4.3 Class Diagram with Job as Subclass
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satisfactory, because the emphasis of the project was to not 
invent new information but to process existing facts (see 
figure 4.4).
The final outcome, after much debate, was to make the job 
a class of its own and give the employee a set of jobs, each 
of which would have pay periods for the job as they were 
worked (see figure 4.5) . By selecting this method the employee 
could be moved around in the company without changing classes. 
The identification between jobs was established from the date 
started and the reporting code. This also allowed the 
employee class to store more than one job at a time for an 
employee in case the employee was working more than one job 
at a time.
The employee-job debate is just one example of the 
iterations needed as the change from traditional thinking to 
object oriented thinking progressed. Another example was the 
user interface change in thinking. Generally we found that 
once we chose to look at the problems from a strict object 
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Figure 4.4 Class Diagram with Job as Instance
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but there were times when the focus was not so clear.
4.2 Object Oriented MTR Architecture
The full architecture of the MTR system is depicted in 
figure 4.5. The top level class is employee. The employee 
works a job. Since the employee can change jobs or work in 
more than one job at a time, the employee has a set of jobs.
Each job has a set of pay periods that cover each pay 
period that an employee works in that job. Another class 
called pay cycle defines the size of the pay period; weekly, 
bi-monthly or monthly.
Each pay period consists of a set of days that were worked 
during the pay cycle. Each day also belongs to a week. The 
main attributes of week are when the Sunday occurs and whether 











Figure 4.5 Class Diagram with Set of Jobs
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The day class has a set of activities that the employee 
has worked during the specific day. A day also incurs .charge 
information. Charge information has subsets of labor charges 
and non-labor charges, such as equipment.
The set of activities has a great deal of subclassing 
associated with it. There are exception activities which are 
sick time, funeral leave or holiday time. Other activity 
subclasses were labor activity and undistributed labor.
Exceptions were eventually taken out of the subclassing 
of activity and made to be another instance set of day. The 
difference in exception from the other subclasses of activity 
and the functionality it needed suggested exception should be 
separate. For example, day needed to sum up the hours in the 
exception list and then add them to the hours worked which 
created a different functionality necessary for exception.
Labor activities were subclassed into union conference 
activities, relief supervision activities and regular labor. 
Regular labor was subclassed even further to distinguish
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between plant activities and engineering activities.
All labor activities had a set of labor details that could 
be associated with them. These labor details include 
information about equipment used, information associated with 
travel, and other information. Originally the labor details 
for union conference and relief supervision activities were 
set up as instance variables of labor activity. However, it 
was discovered that there was no distinction that would 
warrant a separation between the two types of labor details. 
There are only a few specific details for union conference and 
relief supervision, but plant and engineering have a large 
number of possible details. However, in each case they are 
all just a list of details, and whether a large or small list, 
they are all still the same entities. Labor detail then 
became a class with subclasses of union conference, relief 
supervision, plant and engineering details.
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4.2.1 Simplified Architecture
In order to speed up the process of creating an object 
oriented prototype the number of classes was reduced to make 
a simplified version. The simplified class structure is seen 
in figure 4.6 and the message flow diagram for these classes 
is found in figure 4.7.
The main classes that were eliminated in the simplified 
version were pay cycle, week, undistributed labor and charge 
information. These were found not to add to the research and 
were easily replaced with methods added in other classes.
4.2.2 Abstract Data Types (ADTs)
Abstract data types (ADTs) are classes that are used by 
the system as generic domains. They resemble traditional data 
structures and are used in numerous places for class 
consistency. ADTs are used where there are a number of 
classes that need instance variables with the same structure 
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Figure 4.7 Simplified Version Message Flow
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routines do not have to be rewritten many times. For example, 
the ADTs that were used in the simplified system were date 
and quarter hours. Date is useful for the many places that 
need date information. Quarter hours are 15-minute increments 
that the payroll system uses.
In using ADTs there are methods needed that were different 
than what had been previously necessary for the hierarchical 
classes. For example, date needed to be entered and stored 
in several different fashions such as a set of numbers (month, 
day and year); as a single number for comparison (Julian 
date); and as a string, of characters for screen output. 
Similar constructs were necessary for quarter hours.
For ADTs to be effective the programmer must decide all 
of the requirements the system will have on these data types. 
Since not all of the uses for ADTs are apparent at design 
time, finding all of the needs for the system can be a long 
process as the system is created. ADTs are a place where 
libraries would be very helpful, with a great deal of thought 
put into each data type.
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4•3 C++ Coding
The actual coding of C++ was rather straightforward and 
easy to accomplish, but a background in the C programming 
language helped. The tutorial style book "Mastering C++" (8) 
was especially helpful since it contained comments for C and 
Pascal programmers. Two areas that were difficult were the 
verboseness of C++ and the inheritance constructs. Also, one 
must be very careful with the large amount of pointer usage 
inherent in all C programs.
C++ is more than a bit verbose. For example, the name for 
a class must be mentioned six to eight times in various public 
and private sections of the class definition in order to fully 
define the class. This can be overwhelming and puzzling to 
the new programmer, and can also be a source for hidden 
editing errors. New C++ programmers may think that they are 
missing something crucial in the programming because of the 
great usage of the class name. However, a paper by Nat Goodman 
(7) revealed that he had also discovered the same verboseness. 
He had carefully pointed out the many times that the class
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name had to be used { 6 , 1 ) .  In reading Goodman's papers, it 
was discovered that the class name was going to be needed in 
other places that had not yet become apparent.
Another area of challenge was that of inheritance. It was 
found that this project had very few examples of inheritance, 
but initially we considered whether or not we were looking at 
inheritance properly. In the end, there were only a handful 
of classes that used inheritance as most of the classes in the 
system were non-derived classes where the connection was a 
one-to-many "using" relationship implemented as a set (3). 
Most classes were not very similar to each other, therefore, 
inheritance was of no benefit.
The classes that did use inheritance were a challenge to 
code since inheritance in C++ is a bit confusing. There are 
two ways that inheritance can change methods between 
subclasses. One is by using a virtual function in the top 
level class. Virtual functions give the programmer the 
ability to change the method's functionality.
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Unfortunately, when using virtual functions the class or 
data types used must remain the same and the type returned 
must be the same as the virtual function of the parent class. 
This puts restrictions on the programmer that are not readily 
apparent, as we found when developing the labor detail section 
of the code (Appendix B) . For example, the intent was to have 
one type of labor detail print its list of options and have 
another list of options printed that could be used by any 
employee. However, the severe type checking in C++ virtual 
functions prohibited this joint listing of options.
The second way of modifying an inherited method was 
operator overloading. Overloading allows different types to 
be used and also a different type to be returned. When first 
starting out, however, a programmer might not realize this is 
the way to use inheritance for different class types. For 
example, it seemed like overloading should be used for things 
like multiplying or adding complex classes. The only place 
overloading was used in the MTR system was for quarter hours 
where the whole and part hours had to be added or subtracted.
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Using C++ allows the programmer to explore the object 
oriented features the language has available. However., there 
are also some features of C++, such as type checking, that 
object oriented programmers can find distasteful when they 
have experienced the freedom of other object oriented 
languages.
4.4 The ObjectStore Data Base
The ObjectStore data base was designed by Object Design 
in order to give programmers a data collection vehicle for 
objects. It is not a "true" data base in that it gives 
programmers more power and authority over the data than 
traditional data bases. For example, the programmer may make 
data storage decisions that are generally not" allowed by 
traditional databases. In some ways this gives the programmer 
power that some traditional data base designers can find 
frightening, but in the hands of a competent programmer it 
can also be very effective.
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ObjectStore has classes and functions available for usage 
by programmers. Programmers may use ObjectStore classes as 
they are designed, they may use polymorphism on the classes 
in ObjectStore are used or they can choose to design their own 
classes and ignore the ones provided by ObjectStore. Having 
ObjectStore available gives the programmer functionality that 
he does not have to program himself. Transaction mechanisms, 
collection classes, error handling tools and inverse member 
constructs were some of the areas we found interesting and 
they will be discussed in following sections.
The ObjectStore data base has enough functionality added 
to C++ that training in the tool is useful. We took a three- 
day class from Object Design. This class was especially 
helpful to see how the conversion from a stand alone program 
to the data base version would be accomplished.
4.4.1 Interface
The interface to Object Design's ObjectStore is C++, so 
there is little beyond the C++ program that needs to be added
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in order to use the data base. Much of the functionality of 
ObjectStore is transparent to programmers unless they choose 
to take more control.
For the programmer who chooses the most transparency in 
the data base, the conversion to using ObjectStore is really 
a matter of opening the data base with an open statement, as 
one would open a file. Also needed is a pointer to the data 
base at the top level class which is persistent, such as 
employee. From then on any classes found in the ObjectStore 
schema could be used and reference to the data base was only 
necessary when we were creating a new object.
Objects that needed to be persistent had to be enclosed 
within transaction boundaries, so that they could be stored 
in the data base for reuse at any time. Transaction 
boundaries could be as large or as small as desired. One 
transaction around the whole program would allow all 
persistent objects to be entered, maintained or deleted based 
on the actions taken. At the other extreme each element of 
an object could have a transaction with the data base and then
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the object as a whole could have a transaction. ObjectStore 
allows the programmer complete control over the frequency of 
transactions.
Persistence is the retention of the data after the program 
has finished running. A persistent object can be recalled as 
it was left from a previous working session. In ObjectStore 
persistence is automatic through the entire system, as long 
as the top level object was declared as such. New objects may 
be declared as persistent or they may acquire persistence 
through attachment to any other persistent object.
4.4.2 Transactions
In data base applications the transaction mechanism is 
very important and the application this thesis deals with was 
no exception. Transactions are the key to communication with 
the data base. They allow the user to enter or change 
information in the data base that will persist until the next 
usage of the data base. Often transactions contain error 
checking so they do not corrupt the data base with incorrect
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information. When the information is ready for insertion into 
the data base a commit is performed and the data is entered. 
If the user chooses not to enter the data then an abort is 
performed and the data base is unchanged.
ObjectStore has a transaction facility that will perform 
a commit or abort of data, which was sufficient for our 
application. ObjectStore transactions may be nested allowing 
fine details to be committed before the large transaction is 
finalized. Transaction nesting gives the programmer control 
over the granularity of the transactions. This control of
transaction granularity brings up some design decisions, for 
example, where should transaction boundaries be put, and how 
deep should they be nested.
In the MTR system the first usage of transactions was
one large transaction around the entire program. With only 
one transaction nothing is committed or aborted until the user 
is ready to exit the program. Other types of granularity that 
were researched in our system was on a data entry by data 
entry basis. The optimal system is at the programmers
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discretion. Some programmers may choose small granularity for 
tight data integrity, others may choose large granularity for 
better speed.
Nesting transactions gives the user many opportunities 
to abort the transactions. For each level of transactions 
there can be either a commit or abort. The commit adds the 
information to the data base and the abort will roll back any 
transactions previously entered within the current transaction 
boundary. Nested transactions are good for different levels 
of error checking, where one piece of data is good but when 
added to other data the total becomes bad and the transactions 
needs to be aborted.
Transactions in ObjectStore have a great deal of 
flexibility and the programmer has numerous decisions to make. 
ObjectStore does not prevent programmers from making these 
decisions but instead encourages them.
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4.4.3 Collections
Collection classes were also built into ObjectStore as 
sets, lists, and bags. ObjectStore provides these collection 
classes in the ObjectStore library and allows programmers the 
ability to use them intact or to use polymorphism to change 
them as they see fit. These classes include create, insert 
and delete facilities, as well as query procedures.
Queries are useful, because ObjectStore provides many 
facilities for using the collections easily. For example, one 
form of set query is a looping mechanism which can list each 
element in the set. When selecting a particular element in 
a set or bag of objects these query procedures become 
valuable. In the MTR system we found it necessary to use 
these query mechanisms frequently and this is probably the 
case for most data base users. The ObjectStore documentation 




Error handling, like transaction usage, is a major part 
of any data base. This was extremely important for our 
application because of the emphasis on rules research that was 
to be done on the prototype system. When an error is found 
in data the system needs to signal the user and then follow 
the prescribed treatment of the error. The programmer needs 
to determine the correct response when an error handler flags 
an error. The user may be allowed to enter new data or may 
need to abort a transaction.
The error handling facilities available with ObjectStore 
were a major issue in this thesis. One problem with error 
handling in ObjectStore is that it does not appear to be able 
to handle more than one error at a time. When an error is 
found, control of the program immediately goes to the error 
handler which then proceeds with the appropriate tasks. It 
does not allow for multiple errors to accumulate before 
following through with instructions. In many situations this 
is fine but for the MTR system it was more appropriate to
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allow multiple errors to occur before dealing with them. The 
MTR system should store a list of all errors found and pass 
them on to the user in one long list. This list would allow 
the user to correct many mistakes at one time rather than each 
mistake as it occurs. With an input intensive program this 
is an appropriate requirement.
Since ObjectStore does not have the capability to handle 
multiple errors, an error handling mechanism was built. This 
error handling mechanism collects errors and reports them to 
the user, who may then choose to correct the errors or to 
abort the transaction.
It may be possible to return a larger list of errors 
using the facilities available in ObjectStore. The error 
handlers and transactions may be nested and between the two 
types of nestings, it may be possible to return more than one 
error. The potential error sections of the code might be 
nested so as to store the errors and then commit the 
transaction if those errors are corrected. However, this 
nesting approach has not been tested as the decision was made
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to write our own routines to handle errors.
4.4.5 Inverse Member
Another challenge in object oriented programming is the 
need for each object to know the parent object to which it 
belongs. For example, for a specific timesheet there is a 
need for the timesheet to know which job it is for and to 
which employee it belongs.
The facility in ObjectStore for an object to know which 
parent it belongs to is a pointer called inverse member. The 
parent points to the child automatically, but in order to have 
the child point to the parent the programmer must define and 
declare an inverse member pointer between the two objects. 
The set up in ObjectStore to use inverse members is documented 
but the documentation is unclear as to how to accomplish it 
(18,19). According to the documentation the child class 
receives a pointer of the parent's type which automatically 
points to the parent when the child is created.
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To use the inverse member function the class definitions 
need to be included in each other. Most programmers will 
realize that there is a multiple nesting problem in including 
files within themselves. For example, the employee class has 
a set of jobs for each employee, therefore, the include (.h) 
file for the job class must be included in employee. At the 
same time the job class must know the definition for employee 
in order to have an employee-type inverse member pointer.
To avoid the multiple nesting problem of the include files 
the programmer must use an "ifdef" trick. The ifdef trick is 
to check at the top of each include file to see if a constant 
has been set. If this constant is not defined then the file 
includes the information, if it is defined the compiler skips 
to the bottom of the include statements where the "endif" 
occurs. Using the example above, if the employee class is the 
parent and the job class is the child then employee will 
contain a set of jobs. For the employee class to contain a 
set of jobs the employee class must include the definitions 
of the job class. When the job class needs the definition of 
the employee class for the inverse member there will be a
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recursive call to include the job class again. To avoid this 
recursive problem there is a variable for employee and job 
that is set when the class has been included for the first 
time. Checking this variable with the ifdef can determine 
if the files need to be included (see Appendix B).
Since this ifdef trick is necessary any time that there 
is an inverse member between classes it is unfortunate that 
the ObjectStore documentation is unclear on it. The 
programmer must either call Object Design for a solution or 
find a programmer that has encountered the problem before.
4.5 Attaching the User Interface
There are two user interfaces that will be used with the 
simplified version of the object oriented MTR system: a
graphical user interface that was designed with the relational 
system, and a dialogue driven user interface that was 
constructed with the object oriented version of MTR.
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The dialogue driven user interface steps the user through 
each day of the time period and inserts the information in an 
orderly manner (see figure 4.8). The fill-in methods have 
text inside them to prompt the user for information in the 
predefined order, as set forth by the programmer.
For the graphical interface the order of data being entered 
will be defined by the area on the screen being used (see 
figure 4.9). This will require coding of additional fill- 
in methods. However, since the program was written with the 
plan to attach to the graphical interface, there is little 
modification needed within each class other than the new fill- 
in method.
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Please enter the desired operation number.
1. Input a timesheet
2. Change a timesheet
3. Change employee information
4. Enter a new employee
5. Exit program
1
Enter the employee you would like.
Shirley Ann Smuda 522882588 
Jean Louise Bell 233554444 
522882588




Input the pay period start date.
Please input the date (month day year)
5 1 1991
Input the pay cycle 
30
Input the pay period annotation.
Input the pay period time code.
89
Input the hours worked.
Please input the whole hour. (00-24)
8
Please input the quarter hour. (00, 15, 30, 45) 
00
Do you wish to enter exceptions for this day? 
n
Figure 4.8 Dialogue Driven User Interface
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The MTR case study as it now stands is a working system 
using object oriented technology and an object oriented data 
base. It has much of the functionality that one would want 
for a production quality timesheet application. Planned 
extensions on this application will be discussed in Section
5.5 entitled Further Directions.
The system has allowed exploration into the many areas 
of object oriented programming. Classes, objects, inheritance 
and polymorphism are important issues of Object Oriented 
programming that were examined when developing this 
application. The use of an Object Oriented data base allowed 
further research into how to design transactions, where to put 





. The project described in this thesis as well as the other 
projects that have been available for observation have given 
a wide view of the object oriented paradigm.
5.1 Object Oriented Programming
The object oriented paradigm provides the experience of 
working with classes, objects, information hiding, inheritance 
and polymorphism. Switching from a procedural focus to a 
focus on objects is what object oriented programming is all 
about. The objects themselves are the key to programming 
rather than the procedures.
In this thesis we have taken an application that was 
written as a procedural program and have re-engineered it to 
fit the object oriented paradigm. We have looked at the data 
structures found in the original program to see what objects 
they really belonged to and have made up the actual objects
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found in a real-world system. In the re-engineering process 
we have discovered how the objects relate to one another. We 
have looked at many details that did not seem to matter that 
much in the original system in order to determine if they were 
needed and in what capacity they were to be used in this 
system. The focus on the objects has given us the advantage 
of making the system more like the real world. The focus has 
shifted toward a layman's viewpoint rather than a programmer's 
viewpoint.
The relative newness of this type of programming makes it 
challenging. This can be interesting, however, it can also 
be frustrating when seeking advice on how to proceed because 
there are so few resources. There are many areas of 
exploration available for the new object oriented programmer. 
Areas available include: the study of libraries and how to 
make them more efficient to use, how to build large systems; 
how to work with data bases; and examining the many areas and 
tools for object oriented programming which are available.
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The object oriented paradigm, when taken in the most 
literal sense, requires an input and output routine for each 
class and for each type of user interface and output device. 
Unfortunately this can become redundant. If there are numerous 
types of user interfaces and/or output devices, designing a 
routine for each in every class seems tedious.
The idea of being able to write and use libraries can be 
a timesaving and work saving convenience. However, for the 
MTR application we found only a handful of classes that could 
have been in a library. This may be only a characteristic of 
this application, rather than a trend.
5.2 C++ Programming Language
The C++ programming language has all the constructs 
necessary for an object oriented system. C++ allows 
programmers all of the flexibility of the original C language 
with the object oriented technology added. This provides a 
strong language with good features.
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However, the verboseness of C++ is rather extreme, as it 
requires extra keystrokes that can be a source of many 
avoidable errors. Using class names in constructors, 
destructors, private and public areas, accessors, updaters and 
for each member function causes frustration as coding 
progresses. There does not appear to be any alternative to 
this, short of using another language.
The inheritance features of C++ are confusing and not as 
useful as one would hope. For the inheritance to work 
properly, classes must be of similar types. When using 
inheritance there are two ways of changing functionality of 
subclasses. The first is with virtual functions which must 
retain the input and output types. Overloading, on the other 
hand, gives the ability to use different class types. 
Therefore, for virtual functions the compiler invokes the most 
specific type and for overloading the compiler invokes the 
least specific type. This is a very subtle difference that can 
be easily missed.
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5.3 The ObjectStore Data Base
The transition from a stand alone C++ program to the one 
using the ObjectStore data base was done with remarkable ease. 
The use of C++ as the ObjectStore interface made the 
transition easy, with the simple changes of opening the data 
base, starting a pointer to it, and deciding where to put 
transaction boundaries. We went from a small prototype that 
ran without the data base to connecting to the data base 
within an hour.
We also discovered that ObjectStore had many of the 
features we needed. Sets, lists, transactions, and error 
handlers were available for immediate usage. Having the 
features available meant we did not have to re-invent them.
The implementation of a transaction and also some form of 
error handling were good features to have available in this 
product. However, error handling with ObjectStore does not 
allow multiple errors to accumulate. Once an exception is 
raised the program control goes immediately to the error
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handler. This was a problem because with this type of 
application there are many errors that can be returned for 
any timesheet or even a part of a timesheet. It is desirable 
to have all of those errors shown at one time in order to see 
the whole picture of what is wrong.
Object Design is continuing to advance and update 
ObjectStore. Some resolution of these drawbacks is likely as 
development continues.
5.4 How this Project Will Benefit Others
The investigation carried out in this project has touched 
upon many areas of the object oriented paradigm. The findings 
in this thesis are one more link in the chain of on-going 
research on object oriented programming. This project shows 
a working system and the design and implementation used to 
achieve it.
The MTR system will be a testbed for other researchers. 
There have been inquiries about this system and our findings
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by colleagues at CSM and US West. The relative newness of the 
object oriented paradigm and the existence of very few experts 
in this area suggests the need for more research and 
investigation.
5.5 Future Directions
There are several directions that can be taken from this 
point in the development of the object oriented MTR 
application. Areas of further research include enhancements 
and extensions of this application.
The graphical interface will make it easier for the 
experienced user since data may be entered as desired. Issues 
remaining to be resolved include: how it will hook in, what 
methods will have to be rewritten, and how the data integrity 
rules will apply based on the fact that the user is in control 
of the order in which information will be entered.
The business and integrity rules, when implemented, will 
give the system a more complete error-checking facility and
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error-handling system. Different variations on how to apply 
the rules can be explored to discover, for the object oriented 
methodology, which one works best. A major question to be 
explored is how object oriented programs work with a rule 
manager as opposed to the rules being in the methods.
Expanding the statistical analysis that can be done on the 
entire data base and the side effects that will have on the 
existing system is another section that could use further 
investigation. Designing reports for the hours worked or 
equipment used on tasks would allow further investigation into 
the system and the relationships between objects.
The expanded architecture would bring in other classes 
and relationships that were not present in the simplified 
version. For example, the charge information for the system 
was not implemented in this version. The charge information 
will bring in new classes and relationships.
Further investigation in the inheritance between classes 
is also a valid area for continued exploration. Because, MTR
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does not have a very large base of classes that use 
inheritance another application might be better suited for a 
study in inheritance.
Investigating any existing C++ libraries and examining how 
those could be incorporated or how they could have been used 
to develop the MTR system would also be an interesting area 
of research. Are there other systems that would use libraries 
better than MTR, or is the use of libraries not as worthy as 
is now thought?
Object oriented programming, including our investigation, 
in relation to a database, has only scratched the surface of 
the possible research that could be done. Object oriented 
programming is an idea whose time has come; how it is handled 
and how it progresses will be interesting to watch.
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Appendix A 
DESIGN DOCUMENT FOR THE 0-0 MTR 
by Jean Bell and Shirley Smuda
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Design Document for the 0-0 MTR
Objects in the Mechanized Time Reporting (MTR) Application
This appendix gives a schema for the objects in the MTR 
application: the description of classes/ and their
relationships. It was primarily developed by going back to 
the basic description of the application. The
entity-relationship model and rules designs of MTR developed 
in the relational design [4] was also used.
The object classes manipulated by MTR include the following. 
They are all persistent/ dynamic, and use blocking concurrency 
(i.e. only one update can be performed at a time). All 
instance variables are public. Any exceptions will be noted.
A. Employees and jobs
Note: all the information about employees and jobs is managed
by the Human resources department. That is, it is static for 
the purposes of the MTR system. The MTR system only changes 












once instance for each job (position) in U S WEST, 
not a full job description, since not available to 
us
- no unique identifier,job name or title other than 
who holds the job a new object for a change in 














Pay-period: List of Pay-period, ordered descending
by start-date MV
B. Time reporting by period, week, and day
1. Pay-period
Description
one instance for each pay period per employee of 








Days: List of Job-day, ordered descending by Date 
MV






















Activities: Set of Activity MVO 
Charge-info: Set of Charge-info MVO
Money Details about a Job-day
Charge-info [new : extracts money codes from Exception 
and Labor]
Description
one instance for each money charge.
Virtual (no members of this type).
Instance Variables
Job-day*: Job-day
Charge-type*: {Non-labor or Labor}




Non-labor-charge [new: extracts money codes from Exception 
relation]
Description
one instance for each money charge.
Subclass of
Charge-info
Instance Variables [in addition to ones inherited] 
Charge-code*: Non-labor- Money-codes
{allowable money Exception Codes}




one instance for each money charge.
Subclass of
Charge-info
Instance Variables [in addition to ones inherited] 
Charge-code *: Labor-money-code
(Work Codes allowed in BM Line Id's} 
Geo-area++ : Geographic-type
Job-Function++ : JFC-Type [JFCI in Dist Detail]
Environment++ : ENCO-type [ENCO from Dist detail]
Job-to-Charge: PROJ-JOBN-Type [JOBN or PROJ from
Dist]
Force-group-to-charge: Force-group-type [FORC from 
Dist]
RC-to-charge: RC-type [RCCD from Dist Detail]
Local Use Code: LOCL-type [LOCL from Dist Detail ]
D. Activity in a Job-day
1. Activity [new: combines part of Exception and Labor
relations]
Description
one instance for each activity in one day for an 
employee.




(Exception, or Labor or Undistributed} 





2. Exception-activity [the non-money exceptions,ie.exception
activities]
Description





Instance Variables [added to those directly inherited] 
Exception-code* : Exception-type [exclude money
codes]
Undistributed-labor [Labor lines with ZZ Line Id] 
Description




Instance Variables [added to those directly inherited] 
None








Instance Variables [added to those directly inherited] 





Relie f-supervi s ion-act ivity,
Regular-activity
Union-conference-activity [Labor lines with Line Id = UN 
or VN]
Description
one instance for each labor activity of this type 
Subclass of
Labor-activity 
Instance Variables [added to those directly inherited] 
Work-code*: (UC.C/O) [restricted set of work codes} 
Job-Function++ : JFC-Type [JFCI in Dist Detail]
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Environment: ENCO-type [ENCO from Dist detail]
Force-group-to-charge: Force-group-type [FORC from 
Dist]
RC-to-charge: RC-type [RCCD from Dist Detail ]
RC-for-report: RC-type [TRCC from Dist Detail ]
6 . Relief-supervision-activity [Labor lines with Line Id = BF
or CF]
Description
one instance for each labor activity of this type 
Subclass of
Labor-activity 
Instance Variables [added to those directly inherited] 
Work-code*: JFC-type [restricted set of work codes] 
Environment++ : 9 [ENCO from Dist, must be =9]
Job-to-Charge : PROJ-JOBN-Type [JOBN or PROJ from 
Dist]
Force-group-to-charge: Force-group-type [FORC from 
Dist]
RC-to-charge : RC-type [RCCD from Dist]
Local Use Code: LOCL-type [LOCL from Dist ]
7. Regular-labor-activity [Labor lines with Line Id in
{LR,LF,UR,VR,UF,VF}]
Description
one instance for each labor activity of this type 
Subclass of
Labor-activity 
Instance Variables [added to those directly inherited] 
Work-code*: FRC-FC-type [restricted set of work
codes]
Activity-descriptors: Set of Labor-Detail MVO 
Subclasses
Engineering-activity, Plant-activity
8. Plant-activity ["Labor dist detail", just for plant work]
Description





Instance Variables [in addition to those inherited]
Activity-descriptors: Set of Labor-Detail MVO
9. Engineering-activity [Part of "Labor dist detail"/ just for 
engineering]
Description




Instance Variables [in addition to those inherited] 
Activity-descriptors: Set of Labor-Detail MVO
E. Details about a Labor-activity
1. Labor-detail [was called Labor dist detail]
Description
Class for activity descriptors for labor activities. 
Instance Variables
The-activity*: Regular-labor-activity




Activity-subtype/ Tool/ Plant-detai1/ 
Engineering-detail
Notes on the set of Labor-detail-type7 s are allowed here: 
Authority Indicator [AIND from DDetail/ for who 
authorized]
Change Distribution Geo Loc [CDGO/ original loc for 
loaned emp]
Division [DIVR# for separations]
Local Use Code [LOCL from DDetail/ field for local 
use]
Environment code [ENCO from DDetail/ type of work 
environ.]
Force-group-to-charge: Force-group-type [FORC from 
DDetail]
Job-Function : JFC-Type [JFCI in Dist Detail]




RC-to-charge: RC-type [RCCD from Dist Detail ]
Job-to-Charge: IMBILL-PROJ-JOBN-Type
[IMJN or JOBN or PROJ from Dist Detail]
2. Plant-detail [part of Labor dist detail]
Description








Notes on the set of Plant-detail-type7 s are allowed here: 
Authority indicator [subset of indicators for Labor 
activity]
Detail-code, subtype for training activities 
[DETL]










3. Engineering-detail [part of Labor dist detail]
Description





[restricted set: see Note here]
Notes on the set of Eng-detail-type7s are allowed here: 
Authority indicator [subset of indicators for Labor
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activity]
Common language id code [CLLI]
Engineering Action Code [ENAC]
Engineering Equipment ID [ENEI]
Feature Package [FEPG]
Job-Disposition [JDSP ]
Product Group List [PGLC]
Quantity engineered [ENQT]
Telephone equipment order [TEON]
4. Memo
Description




What-detail: MEMO [specialized: a memo account] 
Auxilliary-geo-area*: Geographic-type [AGLC, from
Ddetail]
Auxilliary-Work-code*: Work-type [AWKC, from
Ddetail]
Building Group: Building-number-type [BLDG]
RC-to-charge: RC-type [RCCD from Dist Detail]
5..Activity-subtype [the activity subtype codes from Labor
dist detail]
Description





[specialized: which activity to subtype] 
Subactivity-descriptor: Char
Subclasses
Cable Repair Detail 
Notes on allowable activity detail type values 
Account Suffix [ACSF]
Central Office Study Indicator [COMS Ddetail, 
special study]
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5.1 Cable-repair-detail [Formerly part of "Labor dist
detail"]
Description
one instance for each labor activity of type cable 
repair 
Subclass of
Activity-subtype [only for cable repairs]
Instance Variables [in addition to those inherited]
Employee status on repair team [part of CRAS, from 
Ddetail]
Cable trouble ticket number [part of CRAS, from Dist 
detail]
6 .Tool [was the equipment codes from Labor dist detail] 
Description





What-detail: {CPSN,FURN,SHPN, or SPTL}
[specialized: Type of tool]
Subclasses
Capital-tool,Furniture,Shop-tool,Special-tool
6.1 Furniture [Parts of Dist detail that must together
describe FURN]
Description
one instance for each furniture used 
Subclass of 
Tool
Instance Variables [in addition to those inherited] 
Furniture: Furniture-id-type [FURN]
Department: Department-code-type [DPMT]
Special tool item: STIC-type [STIC]
6.2 Capital-tool [Capital tool/Storeroom number (CSPN) in
"Dist detail"]
Description




Instance Variables [in addition to those inherited]
Tool-number: CSPN-type [CSPN]
6.3 Shop-tool [Shop Equipment Id (SHPN) in "Labor dist
detail"]
Description
one instance for each capital tool used 
Subclass of 
Tool
Instance Variables [in addition to those inherited]
Tool-number: SHPN-type [SHPN]
6.4 Special-tool [Special tool number (SPTL) in "Labor dist
detail"]
Description
one instance for each capital tool used 
Subclass of 
Tool
Instance Variables [in addition to those inherited]
Tool-number: SPTL-type [SPTL]
E. Classes for abstract data types [domains]
1. Week
Description
one per week in each year.
Instance Variables
Sunday start date: Date
2. Day
Description





one instance for date. ADT class 
Instance Variables [private?]
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Date: (Month, day, year) [full description as in
Paul's code]




Quarter hour valid values. ADT class 
Instance Variables [private?]
Whole Hour: Numeric: (00..24)
Part Hour: Numeric: (00,15,30,45)



















Reporting code: -200 RC's in U S WEST
II. Methods
A. Methods for all classes
1. Constructors (create an object)
a. every class will have a default constructor
b.One or more parameterized constructors per class
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2. Destructors (delete an object)
a. every class will have a destructor
3. Update functions (change a value)
a. An update function for each attribute (i.e. "set a
value"/ but the word "set" is overused)
b. An update function for the entire object, 
parameterized (if appropriate)
4. Selector functions (retrieval)
a. A get function for each attribute
b. A get function for the entire object, parameterized
(if appropriate)
c. One or more class functions for searching all objects
in the class, each search function based on a
parameterized value of each variable(s) for which 
searches are desired (if appropriate)
d. One or more alternatives to the class functions for
searching (to be investigated, lower priority) (if
appropriate)
5. Validate (check rules)
a. A function for each attribute (i.e. a domain check)
b. A function for each intra-object check
c. A function that checks all rules about the object.
It, in turn, calls each domain check, and also all 
intra-object checks
d. Alternatives to the validation scheme (to be
investigated)
6. Display
a. A function for string display of each attribute
b. A function for parameterized string display of an
entire object
c. A function for direct printing of each object
(parameterized with column to begin printing )
7. Document
a. A class function to print all the rules about the 
class (wait on this)
B. Methods for specific classes
- For specific classes, may want specific functions, such as
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time span for the Date class . These are riot yet defined, but 
eventually will be shown with the class definitions above















Reporting code: -200 RC's in U S WEST
II. Methods
A. Methods for all classes
1. Constructors (create an object)
a. every class will have a default constructor
b.One or more parameterized constructors per class
2. Destructors (delete an object)
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Appendix B 
OBJECT ORIENTED MTR C++ CODE
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/*****************************************************************/ 
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */
/* main program .h file for MTR object oriented prototype */






















/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */
/* main program for MTR object oriented prototype */













■pay_period. h  *
■day .h*
■exception.h‘




persistentcdb> setcemployee*> emp = setcemployee*>(); 
persistentcdb> setcrule*> rules = setcrule*>();
extern void Enter_Timesheet(); 
extern void InitializeRules(); 
extern void Change_Timesheet(); 
extern void Change_Employee_Info();
DEFINE_EXCEPTION(app_error, ‘Application error.", &all_exceptions); 
DEFINE_EXCEPTION(app_notfound_error, 'Entry not found.', &app_error)
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m a i n ()
{
int answer, continu; 
int errorlist = NULL;
db = database::open("/osshirley/mtr/data", 0, 0664); 
objectstore::retain_persistent_addresses();
db->de fault_segment->check_i11egal_pointers=1; 





cout «  "NnPleaSe enter the desired operation number.\n"; 
cout «  " 1. Input a timesheet\n";
cout «  ■ 2. Change a timesheet\n* ; 
cout «  " 3. Change Employee information\n";
cout «  " 4. Enter a new employee\n";
cout «  ■ 5. Change rules\n";
cout «  • 6. Exit program\n\n";






H A N D L E (err_empty)
Enter_Timesheet();
EXCEPTION
cerr «  "No such employee; please try again.\n"; 
END_HANDLE









cerr «  “No such timesheet; please try again.\n"; 
END_HANDLE






H A N D L E (err_empty)
Change_Employee_Info();
EXCEPTION
cerr «  "No such employee; please try again.\n"; 
END_HANDLE







H A N D L E (err_empty)
emptemp = new(db) em p l o y e e O ;
e m p .i n s e r t (emptemp);
emptemp->InputNewEmployeeText();
EXCEPTION
cerr «  'An error has occured; please try again.\n"; 
ENDJHANDLE






H A N D L E (err_empty)
InitializeRules();
EXCEPTION
cerr «  "An error has occured; please try again.\n"; 
END_HANDLE




continu = FALSE; 
break; 
def a u l t :













cout «  "\nEnter the employee you would like.Xn"; 
foreach(emptemp, emp)
cout «  emptemp->GetName() «  ■ • «  emptemp->GetSSN() «  "\n"; 
cin »  which;
H A N D L E (err_empty)
emptemp = emp[GetSSN() == which];
EXCEPTION
app_notfound_error.sign a l ("No such employee.");
END_HANDLE; 
jobtemp = emptemp->GetJobText(); 










cout «  "\nEnter the employee you would like.Xn*; 
foreach(emptemp, emp)
cout «  emptemp->GetName() «  ■ ■ «  emptemp->GetSSN() «  *\n"; 
cin »  which;
H A N D L E (err_empty)




cout «  emptemp->GetName() «  "VnVn*; 
jobtemp = emptemp->GetJobText(); 








cout «  '\nEnter the employee you would like.Xn*; 
foreach(emptemp, emp)
cout «  emptemp->GetName() «  ■ ■ «  emptemp->GetSSN() «  *\n*; 
cin »  which;
emptemp = emp[GetSSN() == which]; 
while (continu)
{
cout «  "\nEnter the information to be changed.\n"; 
cout «  ■ 1. Employee Name\n";
cout «  ■ 2. Employee SSN\n';
cout «  ' 3. Change Employee Job Description\n";
cout «  ' 4. Enter New Employee Job DescriptionXn*;
cout «  " 5. Delete Employee\n‘;
cout «  ■ 6. Stop changing data\n\n";

























continu = FALSE; 
break;
}





ruletemp = new(db) r u l e (*checkw day_domain", “date", "That is not a valid day for this 
m o n t h " );
rules.insert(ruletemp);
ruletemp = new(db) rule("check_max_exception_codes", "day", "MTR error, too many 
exceptions’);
rules.insert(ruletemp);
ruletemp = new(db) rule("check_jmonth_domain", "date", ’ That is not a valid month");
r u l e s .insert(ruletemp);
ruletemp = new(db) r u l e ("hours_worked_compare", "day", "MTR IC error");
rules.insert(ruletemp);
ruletemp = new(db) r u l e ("sch_hours_compare‘, "day", "MTR error code H A ’);
r u l e s .insert(ruletemp);
}
/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */
/* employee class */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
#ifndef employee_h 





p u b l i c :
employee () {}
~employee ();





void InsertNewJob(job* jobtemp) {jobs.insert(jobtemp);} 
char* G e t N a m e O  {return full_name;} 
int G e t S S N O  {return ssn;}









/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ,
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer 
/* employee class 







foreach(j obt e m p , j o b s ) 
delete jobtemp;
}
void e m ployee::InputName{)
{
cin »  first_name; 
cin »  middle_name; 
cin »  last_name; 
strcpy(full_name, first_name); 
st r c a t (full_name, * *); 
strcat (full_name, middle_jiame); 
strcat(full_name, ■ "); 
strcat(full_name, last_name);
}
void e m ployee::I n putSSN()
{
cin »  ssn;
}




cout «  "\nPlease enter the employee's name (first middle last)\n";
InputName();







cout «  •\nWould you like to enter the job information at this time?\n"; 
cin »  ans; 
if (ans == 'y')
{









cout «  "NnEnter the job you would l i k e A n " ;  
foreach(jobtemp, jobs)
cout «  jobtemp->GetRC() «  ■ " «  jobtemp->GetStart() «  "Nn"; 
cout «  jobtemp->GetRC() «  *\n"; 
cin »  whichrc »  whichstart; 
cin »  whichrc;
H A N D L E (err_empty)
jobtemp = emptemp->job[GetRC() == whichrc && GetStart == whichstart]; 
jobtemp = jobs[GetRC() == whichrc];
EXCEPTION




/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */
/* job class */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
#ifndef job_h 































int G e t S S N O  {return ssn;} 
int G e t R C () {return r c ;}
date* GetStartDate() {return start;}
char* GetStartDateString() {return start->GetDateString();}
int GetStartDateNumber() {return start->GetDateNumber();}
date* GetTerminationDate() {return termination;}
char* GetTerminationDateString() {return termination->GetDateString();}
int GetTerminationDateNumber() {return termination->GetDateNumber();}
int GetPayCycle() {return paycycle;}
int Get_4_10_Indicator() {return four_10_indicator;}
int GetManagementIndicator() {return management;}
int GetForceGroup() {return group;}
char* G e t S t a t e O  {return state;}
int GetWorkStatusIndicatorO {return workstatus;} 
int Getlnactivelndicator() {return inactive;} 
int GetPartTimelndicator() {return parttime;} 
int GetExemptlndicator() {return exempt;}
employee* employee_assigned inverse_member jobs; 





int ssn, rc, paycycle, four_10_indicator, management, group; 
int workstatus, inactive, parttime, exempt;
};
#endif
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 
/* job class */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
♦include "job.h* 
extern database *db;













void j o b ::InputRC(){
cin »  rc;
}
void j o b : :InputStartDate()
{
start = new(db) date(); 
start->InputDateText();
}
void j o b ::InputTerminationDate()
{
termination = new(db) date(); 
termination->InputDateText();
}
void j o b ::InputPayCycle()
{
cin »  paycycle;
>
void j o b : :Input_4_10_Indicator()
{
char ans; 
cin »  ans;
if (ans == 'y') four_10_indicator = TRUE; 
else four_10_indicator = FALSE;
}
void j o b : :InputManagementIndicator()
{
char ans; 
cin »  ans;
if (ans == 'y') management = TRUE; 
else management = FALSE;
}
void j o b ::InputForceGroup()
{
cin »  group;
}
void j o b : :InputState()
{
cin »  state;
}
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void j o b : :InputWorkStatuslndicator()
{
char ans; 
cin »  ans;
if (ans == 'y') workstatus = TRUE; 
else workstatus = FALSE;
}
void j o b : :InputInactivelndicator()
{
char ans; 
cin »  ans;
if (ans == 'y') inactive = TRUE; 
else inactive = FALSE;
}
void j o b : :InputPartTimelndicator()
{
char ans; 
cin »  ans;
if (ans == 'y') parttime = TRUE; 





cin »  ans;
if (ans == 'y') exempt = TRUE; 
else exempt = FALSE;
}




cout «  "\nPlease enter the RC code for this job.\n"; 
In p u t R C ();
cout «  ‘\nPlease enter the start date for this job.\n"; 
InputStartDate();
cout «  "NnPlease enter the paycycle for this job.\n"; 
InputPayCycle();
cout «  "\nPlease enter the force group for this job.\n"; 
InputForceGroup();
cout «  "\nPlease enter the state for this job.\n"; 
InputState();
cout «  "\nls this job on 4 10 hour days?\n"; 
Input_4_10_Indicator();
cout «  *\nls this job a management position?\n’; 
InputManagementlndicatorO ;
cout «  "\nls this job a work status position?\n"; 
InputWorkStatuslndicator();
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cout «  -\nls this job a inactive position?\n"; 
Inputlnactivelndicator();
cout «  "\nls this job a part time position?\n*; 
InputPartTimelndicator();
cout «  "\nls this job an exempt position?\n*; 
InputExemptlndicator();
cout «  '\nWould you like to enter a timesheet at this time?\n*; 
cin »  ans; 
if (ans == 'y')
{




void j o b ::ChangeJobText() 
{
pay_period* paytemp; 
int ans, continu; 
char ans2;
continu = TRUE; 
while (continu)
{
cout «  "\nPlease enter the number of the item you would like
cout «  * 1. RC code\n";
cout «  * 2. Start Date\n";
cout «  " 3. Pay cycle\n";
cout «  ■ 4. 4-10 indicator\n";
cout «  ■ 5. Management or non-management indicator\n";
cout «  ■ 6. Force group\n";
cout «  • 7. State\n";
cout «  • 8. Work status\n";
cout «  ■ 9. Inactive indicator\n";
cout «  * 10. Part time indicator\n*;
cout «  ■ 11. Exempt indicator\n‘;
cout «  • 12. Pay Period information\n";
cout «  • 13. All of the information\n*;
cout «  • 14. Delete the Job\n";
cout «  * 15. Stop changing information\n";




cout «  "\nPlease enter the RC code for this job.\n"; 
In p u t R C (); 
break; 
case 2:





















cout «  "\nPlease enter the state for this job.\n"; 
inpu t S t a t e O  ; 
break; 
case 8:




















cout «  "\nPlease enter the RC code for this job.\n“; 
In putRC();
cout «  '\nPlease enter the start date for this job.\n*; 
InputStartDate();
cout «  "\nPlease enter the paycycle for this job.\n"; 
InputPayCycle();
cout «  *\nls this job on 4 10 hour days?\n“; 
Input_4_10_Indicator();
cout «  "\nls this job a management position\n"; 
InputManagementlndicator();
cout «  "\nPlease enter the force group for this job.\n"; 
InputForceGroup();
cout «  '\nPlease enter the state for this job.\n";
InputState();
cout «  "\nls this job a work status position\n"; 
InputWorkStatuslndicator();
Cout «  "\nls this job a inactive position\n“; 
Inputlnactivelndicator();
cout «  "\nls this job a part time position\n*; 
InputPartTimelndicator();
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cout «  "\nls this job an exempt position\n";
InputExemptIndicator();
cout «  "\nWould you like to enter a new timesheet at this time?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 
if (ans2 == 'y')
{






cout «  "\nWould you like to change a timesheet at this time?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 
if (ans2 == 'y')
{








continu = FALSE; 
break; 
d e fault:
cout «  "\nThat is not cin option please select again\n“; 
break;
}}}




whichstart = new() d a t e O ;




H A N D L E (err_empty)
paytemp = payperiods[GetStartDateNumber() == whichstart->GetDateNumber()]; 
EXCEPTION





/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 
/* pay period class */
/******************************/
#ifndef pay_period_h 



















day* G e tDayText();
void InsertNewDay(day* daytemp) {days.insert(daytemp);} 
date* Ge t S t a r t D a t e O  {return start;}
char* GetStartDateString() {return start->GetDateString();} 
int GetStartDateNumber() {return start->GetDateNumber();} 
int GetPayCycle() {return id;} 
char* GetAnnotation() {return annotation;} 
char* GetTimeCode() {return code;} 
int GetCompletionlndicator() {return completion;} 
job* which_job inversejnember payperiods; 
list<day*> days inverse_member which_payperiod; 
private:
date* start;





/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 



















cin »  id;
}











cin »  temp;
if (temp == 'y') completion = 1; 







cout «  "\nlnput the pay period start date.\n";
InputStartDate();
cout «  ■\nlnput the pay cycle.\n";
InputPayCycle();
cout «  "\nlnput the pay period time c o de.\n‘;
InputTimeCode();
cout «  ‘\nlnput the pay period annotation.\n";
InputAnnotation(); 
moredays = TRUE; 
while (moredays)
{
cout «  "\nWould you like to enter a new day at this time?\n"; 
cin »  ans; 





daytemp = new(db) day(); 
d a y s .insert(daytemp);
if (daytemp->InputNewDayText()) transaction::a b o r t ();
>>
else moredays = FALSE;
'}





int ans, continu, moredays; 
day* daytemp;
continu = TRUE; 
while (continu)
{
cout «  "\nPlease input the number of the item
cout «  ■ 1. Pay Period start date\n";
cout «  ■ 2. Pay cycleNn*;
cout «  ■ 3. Payperiod annotation\n";
cout «  " 4. Time code\n*;
cout «  ■ 5. Completion indicator\n";
cout «  * 6. Day information\n";
cout «  * 7. Input new d a y \ n “;
cout << ■ 8. All of the d a ta\n";
cout «  ■ 9. Stop changing d a t a\n";
cin »  ans;
switch (ans)
case 1:






























daytemp = new(db) day(); 
days.insert(daytemp);




cout «  *\nlnput the pay period start date.\n";
InputStartDate();
cout «  *\nlnput the pay cycle.\n";
InputPayCycle();
cout «  "\nlnput the pay period annotation.\n";
InputAnnotation();
cout «  ‘\nlnput the pay period time code.\n-;
InputTimeCode();
cout «  *\nlnput the completion indicator.\n"; 
InputCompletionlndicator(); 
moredays = TRUE; 
w h i 1e (moredays)
{
cout «  "\nWould you like to enter a new day at this time?\n*; 
cin »  ans; 




daytemp = new(db) day(); 
days.insert(daytemp); 




cout «  *\nWould you like to change a day at this time?\n"; 
cin »  ans; 
if (ans == 'y')
{
daytemp = GetDayText(); 
do_transaction()
{
if (daytemp->ChangeDayText()) transaction::a b o r t ();
}
}




















H A N D L E (err_empty)
daytemp = d a y s [G etDateNumberO == whichdate->GetDateNumber()]; 
EXCEPTION





/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 
/* day class */
/*******************************/
#ifndef day_h 
































date* G e t D a t e O  {return paydate;}
char* GetDate S t r i n g O  {return paydate->GetDateString();} 
int GetDateNumber() {return paydate->GetDateNumber();} 
char* GetTimeCode() {return code;} 
quarter_hours* GetHoursWorked() {return worked;}
char* GetHoursWorkedString() {return worked->GetTimeString();} 
quarter_hours* GetSchedHours() {return sched;}
char* GetSchedHoursStringO {return sched->GetTimeString();} 
guarter_hours* GetReportedHours() {return report;} 
char* GetReportedHoursStringO {return report->GetTimeString();} 
pay_period* which_payperiod inverse_member days; 
set<exception*> exceptions inverse_member which_day; 
set<labor_activity*> activities inverse_member which_day2; 
set<rule*> post_rules; 
set<rule*> pre_rules; 























/* Shirley Smuda - programmer 











paydate = new(db) d a t e O ;  
paydate->InputDateText();
}
void d a y ::inputTimeCode()
{
cin »  code;
}
void d a y ::InputHoursWorked()
{
worked = new(db) quarter_hours () ; 
worked->InputHoursText() ;
}
void d a y ::InputSchedHours()
{
sched = new(db) quarter_hours(); 
sched->InputHoursText();
}
void d a y : :InputReportedHours()
{
exception* excttemp;




♦report = *report + *excttemp->GetHoursWorked();
}
}
int d a y ::CountExceptions()
{
exception* excttemp; 





int d a y ::CountExceptionTypes(char* w h a t )
{
exception* excttemp; 
int count = 0;
foreach(excttemp, exceptions)
if (!(strcmp(what, excttemp->GetExceptionCode()))) count++; 
return count;>
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int d a y ::InputNewDayText()
{
char ans; 







cout «  ‘\nlnput the date.\n";
InputPayDate();
cout «  "\nlnput the time code.Xn*;
InputTimeCode();
cout «  "\nlnput the hours worked.\n";
InputHoursWorked();
cout «  *\nlnput the scheduled hours.Xn";
InputSchedHours(); 
more = TRUE; 
while(more)
{
cout «  "\nWould you like to enter Exceptions for this day?\n"; 
cin »  ans; 
if (ans == 'y')
{




else more = FALSE;
>
if (this->which_payperiod->which_job->GetForceGroup() == TRUE)
{
cout «  "\nWould you like to enter Labor Activities for this day? \ n “; 
cin »  ans;
if (ans == 'y') more = TRUE; 
while(more)
{
cout «  "\nPlease enter the type of activity.\ n"; 
cout «  ■ 1. Union Conference\n*;
cout «  ■ 2. Relief Supervision\n";
cout «  ■ 3. Regular Labor\n";
cout «  * 4. Stop entering activities.\n ‘;




uctemp = new(db) union_conference_activity(); 
activities.insert(uctemp); 
uctemp->InputNewLaborActivityText(); 
uctemp->InputNewUnionConferenceActivityText 0 ;  
break; 
case 2:







if (this->which_payperiod->which_job->GetWorkStatusIndicator() == TRUE) 
{












b r e a k ; 
case 4:
more = FALSE; 
break; 
d e f ault:
cout «  "\nThat is not a valid option, please select again.\n“; 





int d a y ::ChangeDayText()
{









continu = TRUE; 
while (continu)
{
cout «  "\nPlease input the number of the item you wish to change\n"
cout «  ■ 1. Date\n*;
cout «  ■ 2. Time code\n*;
cout «  * 3. Hours W o rked\n‘;
cout «  ■ 4. Scheduled h o urs\n“;
cout «  • . 5. Reported hours\n*;
cout «  ’ 6. Activity information\n";
cout «  ■ 7. All of the d a t a\n";
cout «  * 8. Stop changing data\n";

























cout «  "\nWould you like to change exceptions?^'; 
cin »  ans2; 
if (ans2 == 'y')
{
more = TRUE; 
while (more)
{
excptemp = GetExceptionText(); 
excpt emp->ChangeExcept i o n T e x t ();
cout «  *\nAre there more exceptions you would like to change?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; .
if (ans2 == 'n') more = FALSE;
}
}
if (this->which_payperiod->which_job->GetForceGroup() == TRUE)
{
cout «  -\nWould you like to change Labor Activities for this day?\n"; 
cin »  ans2;
if (ans2 == 'y') more = TRUE; 
while(more)
{
cout «  ‘NnPlease enter the type of activity.\n"; 
cout «  ■ 1. Union Conf erence\n";
cout «  ■ 2. Relief Supervision\n* ;
cout «  • 3. Regular Labor\n";
cout «  ■ 4. Stop entering activities. \ n " ;






























more = FALSE; 
break; 
de fault;





cout «  -\nlnput the date.\n";
InputPayDate();
cout «  "\nlnput the time code.\n";
InputTimeCode();
cout «  *\nlnput the hours worked.\n*;
InputHoursWorked();
cout «  "\nlnput the scheduled hours.\n‘;
InputSchedHours();
cout «  *\nlnput the reported hours.\n"; 
inputReportedHours(); 
more = TRUE;
if (this->which_payperiod->which_job->GetForceGroup() == TRUE)
{
cout «  "\nWould y o u  like to enter Activities for this day?\n'; 
cin »  ans;
if (ans == 'y') more = TRUE; 
while(more)
{
cout «  "\nPlease enter the type of activity.\n"; 
cout «  ■ 1. Union Conf erence\n" ;
cout «  ■ 2. Relief Supervision\n“;
cout «  “ 3. Regular LaborNn";
cout «  ■ 4. Stop entering activities. \n*;

















i f (thi s->which_payperiod->which_job
->GetWorkStatusIndicator() == TRUE)
{














more = FALSE; 
break; 
d e f a u l t :





continu = FALSE; 
break; 
default:










char w h i c h [4];
cout «  '\nEnter the activity you would like.Nn" 
foreachfexcttemp, exceptions)
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cout «  excttemp->GetExceptionCode() «  "\n"; 
cin »  which;
H A N D L E (err_empty)
excttemp = exceptions[(!(strcmp(GetExceptionCode(), w h i c h ) ))]; 
EXCEPTION








cout «  "\nEnter the activity you would like.Xn"; 
foreach(acttemp, activities)
cout «  acttemp->GetLaborCode() «  "\n"; 
cin »  whichvalue;
HANDLE(err_empty)
acttemp = activities[GetLaborCode() == whichvalue];
EXCEPTION






extern absent_ntr_codes_function(day* daytemp); 
extern absent_ntr_hours_function(day* daytemp); 
extern check_max_exception_codes_function(day* daytemp); 
extern hol_exception_exempt_function(day* daytemp); 
extern hol_exception_max_Jiours_function(d a y * daytemp); 





cout «  "MTR error code BC, exception codes present\n";
}
if (absent_ntr_hours_funct i o n (thi s ))
{
errorlist++;



















cout «  "MTR IC error, no hours worked but scheduled\n";
}
i f (schjiours_compare_funct i o n (thi s ))
{
errorlist++;
cout «  "MTR error code HA, no hours scheduled but worked \n";
>}
/******************************/
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 
/* exception class */
/******************************/
#ifndef exception_h 













quart er.Jiours* GetHoursWorked() {return hours;} 
char* GetExceptionCode() {return excepcode;} 







/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */
/* exception class */
/******************************/









cin »  excepcode;
}
void except i o n ::InputNewExcept ionText()
{
cout «  "Nnlnput hours worked.\n';
InputHoursWorked();






cout «  *\nDo you wish to change the hours worked.\n"; 
cin »  ans; 
if (ans == 'y')
{
cout «  *\nlnput hours worked.\n“;
InputHoursWorked();
}
cout «  "\nDo you wish to change the exception code.\n"; 
cin »  ans; 
if (ans == 'y')
{





/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 
/* leibor activity class */
/ ♦ A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
#ifndef labor_activity_h 




















quarter_hours* GetHoursWorked() {return hours;} 
day* which_day2 inverse_jmember activities; 
int GetLaborCode{) {return laborcode;} 
int G e t G e o C o d e O  {return geo; > 
int GetWorkCode() {return workcode;}
set<labor_detail*> details inverse_member which_activity; 
private:
quarter_hours* hours;
int laborcode, geo, workcode;
} ;







void InputNewUnionConferenceActivityText (); 
void ChangeUnionConferenceActivityText (); 
int GetWorkCode() {return workcode;} 
int GetJobFunction() {return jobfunc;} 
private:
« int workcode, jobfunc;
};







void InputNewReliefSupervisionActivityText (); 
void ChangeReliefSupervisionActivityText {); 
int GetWorkCode() {return workcode;} 












void ChangeRegularActivityText 0 ;
int GetWorkCode() {return workcode;}
private:
int workcode;};
class plant_activity : public regular_activity 
{
p u b l i c :
plant_activity () { } 
void InputNewPlantActivityText (); 
void ChangePlantActivityText (); 
void InputActivityDetailsText ();
};
class engineering_activity : public regular_activity 
{
p u b l i c :
engineering_activity() {} 
void InputNewEngineeringActivityText (); 





/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */

























cin »  workcode;
void labor_activity;: InputNewLaborActivityText ()
{
cout «  '\nlnput hours worked.\n';
InputHoursWorked();
cout «  "\nPlease enter the labor code\n"; 
InputLaborCode();
cout «  "\nPlease enter the geo code\n‘;
InputGeoArea();






cout «  ’\nDo you wish to change the hours worked.\n*; 
cin »  ans; 
if ( ans == 'y‘)
{
cout «  "\nPlease enter the hours worked.\n"; 
InputHoursWorked();
}
cout «  "\nDo you wish to change the labor code?\n"; 
cin »  ans; 
if ( ans == 'y')
{
cout «  "\nPlease enter the labor code\n"; 
InputLaborCode();
}
cout «  *\nDo you wish to change the geo code?\n‘; 
cin »  auis; 
if ( ans == 'y')
{
cout «  ■\nPlease enter the geo code\n"; 
InputGeoArea();
}
cout «  *\nDo you wish to change the work code?\n*; 
cin »  ans; 
if ( ans == 'y')
{









cout «  "XnEnter the detail you would like.Xn"; 
foreach(dettemp, details)
cout «  dettemp->GetTheActivity() «  "\n"; 
cin »  whichdetail;
H A N D L E (err_empty)
dettemp = details[strcmp(GetTheActivity(), whichdetail)]; 
EXCEPTION















cout «  "\nPlease input the JFCI\n";
InputJobFunction();
cout «  "\nWould you like to enter more details?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 




cout «  "\nPlease input the number you would like to do.Xn";
cout «  “ 1. Input DetailsXn";
cout «  " 2. List valid DetailsXn";
cout «  " 3. Stop entering DetailsXn";




dettemp = new(db) labor_detail0 ;  
details.insert(dettemp); 
dettemp->InputNewDetailText(); 
b r e a k ; 
case 2:
uctemp->ListDetails(); 
b r e a k ; 
case 3:
continu = FALSE; 
break; 
de f a u l t :
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cout «  "XnThat is not an option please select again.\n" 
b r e a k ;
void union_conference_activity::ChangeUnionConferenceActivityText()
{




cout «  ‘XnWould you like to change the JFCI?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 
if (ans2 == 'y')
{
cout «  "XnPlease input the JFClXn";
InputJobFunction();
>
cout «  "XnWould you like to change details?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 
continu = TRUE; 




cout «  "XnPlease input the number you would like to do.Xn";
cout «  " 1. Change DetailsXn";
cout «  * 2. List valid DetailsXn";
cout «  " 3. Stop changing DetailsXn";











continu = FALSE; 
b r e a k ; 
d e f a u l t :
cout «  "XnThat is not an option please select again.\n" 















cout «  'XnPlease input the ENCOXn";
InputEnvironment();
cout «  'XnWould you like to enter more details?\n“; 
cin »  ans2; 




cout «  'XnPlease input the number you would like to do.Xn';
cout «  " 1. Input DetailsXn";
cout «  ' 2. List valid DetailsXn';
cout «  ' 3. Stop entering DetailsXn';












continu = FALSE; 
break; 
de f a u l t :









cout «  "XnWould you like to change the ENCO?\n'; 
cin »  ans2; 
if (ans2 == 'y')
{
cout «  'XnPlease input the ENCOXn";
InputEnvironment();}
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cout << "XnWould you like to change details?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 
continu = TRUE; 
if ( ans2 == 'y')
{
while(continu){
cout «  ■XnPlease input the number you would like to do.Xn";
cout «  " 1. Change DetailsXn";
cout «  " 2. List valid DetailsXn";
cout «  " 3. Stop changing DetailsXn";











continu = FALSE; 
b r e a k ; 
def a u l t :
cout «  "XnThat is not an option please select again.\n"; 









cout «  "XnWould you like to enter details?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 
if ( ans2 == 'y')
{
w h i 1e (cont inu)
{
cout «  "XnPlease input the number you would like to do.Xn";
cout «  " 1. Input DetailsXn";
cout «  " 2. List valid DetailsXn";
cout «  " 3. Stop entering DetailsXn";














continu = FALSE; 
break; 
def a u l t :










cout «  "XnWould you like to change details?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 




cout «  "XnPlease input the number you would like to do.Xn";
cout «  " 1. Change DetailsXn";
cout «  " 2. List valid DetailsXn";
cout «  " 3. Stop changing DetailsXn";












continu = FALSE; 
b r e a k ; 
d e f a u l t :










cout «  "XnWould you like to enter details?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 




cout «  ‘XnPlease input the number you would like to do.Xn";
cout «  " 1. Input DetailsXn";
cout << “ 2. List valid DetailsXn";
cout << " 3. Stop entering DetailsXn";











b r e a k ; 
case 3:
continu = FALSE; 
break; 
d e f a u l t :
cout «  "XnThat is not an option please select again.\n“; 




int ans, continu; 
char ans2;
labor_detail* dettemp; 
engineering_det ai1* engt e m p ;
continu = TRUE;
cout «  "XnWould you like to change details?\n"; 
cin »  ans2; 
if ( ans 2 == 'y')
{
w h i 1e (cont inu)
{
cout «  "XnPlease input the number you would like to do.Xn"; 
cout «  " 1. Change DetailsXn";
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cout «  ’ 2. List valid DetailsXn"; 
cout «  " 3. Stop changing DetailsXn"; 












continu = FALSE; 
break; 
def a u l t :
cout «  "XnThat is not an option please select again.\n"; 
b r e a k ;
}}}>
/******************************/
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 
/* labor detail class* */
/******************************/
#ifndef labor_detail_h 








~labor_detail () {} 
void InputTheActivity(); 
void XnputTheValue (); 
void InputNewDetailText (); 
void ChangeDetailText (); 
void List D e t a i l s O  ;
char* GetTheActivity () {return what;} 
int GetTheValue () {return value;}






class plant_detail : public labor_detail 
{
public:
p l a n t _detail() {} 
void L i s t D e t a i l s O ;
};
class engineering_detail : public labor_detail 
{
public:
engineering_detail0  {} 
void ListDe t a i l s O ;
};
class unioruconference_detail : public labor__detail 
{
p u b l i c :
union_conference_detail() {} 
void Li s t D e t a i l s O ;
};
class relief_supervision_detail : public labor_detail 
{
p u b l i c :
relief_supervision_detailO {} 




/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */
/* labor detail class */
/******************************/




cin »  what;
}
void labor_detail::InputTheValue O  
{
cin »  value;
}
void labor_detail::InputNewDetailText (j 
{
cout << ■XnPlease input the detail codeXn"; 
InputTheActivity();







cout «  "XnPlease input the detail codeXn' 
InputTheActivity();
















cout « "IMJN or JOBN or PROJXn*
void plant_detail::ListDetails() 
{
cout «  
cout «  
cout «  
cout «  









cout «  
cout «  
cout «  
cout «  
cout «  
cout «  













cout «  
cout «  








cout «  "FORCXn";
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cout «  "RCCDXn";
cout «  "JOBN or PROJXn";
}
/******************************/
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */
/* date class */
/******************************/
#ifndef date_h 





d a t e O  {}
void InputDateText (); 
void InputDayOfWeekText (); 
int G e t D a y O  {return day;} 
int G e t M o n t h O  {return month; } 
int G e t Y e a r O  {return y e a r ; }
void P r i n t D a t e O  {cout «  month «  «  day «  "-" «  year << "\n";}
char* GetDateString () {return date_string;} 
int GetDateNumber() {return date_number;} 
char* GetDayOfWeek() {return day_of_week;} 
void P o s t V a l i d O ;  
private:
int date_number, month, day, year; 
int errorlist; 
char date_string[DATESIZE]; 




/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */




void d a t e ::InputDateText ()
{







cout «  "Please input the date, (month day year ) \ n " ; 
cin »  month; 
cin »  day; 
cin »  temp;
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if (temp <= 100)
{
cout «  "Please give the year including the century.\n 
cin »  year;
}
else year = temp;




s t r c a t (date_string, * -");
strcat(date_string, itoa(year));
PostValid();
if (errorlist == NULL) ok = TRUE;
void d a t e ::InputDayOfWeekText ()
{
cout «  "XnPlease input the day of the week, (ie Sunday, monday)\n 
cin »  day_of_week;
}
void d a t e : ;PostValid()
{
extern check_month_domain(date* datetemp); 
extern check_day_domain(date* datetemp);
if (check_jnonth_domain (thi s ))
{
errorlist++;
cout «  month « "  That is not a valid month.\n";
}
i f (check_day_domain(thi s))
{
errorlist++;
cout «  d a y «  " That is not a valid date for this month. \n";
}>
/******************************/
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 
/* quarter hours class */








quarter_hours(int w, int p) (whole = w; part = p ; }
void InputHoursText ();
int GetHour () (return whole;}
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int GetQuarterHour () {return part;} 
char* GetTimeString () {return time_string;} 
friend int operator== (quarter_hours A, quarter_hours B ) ; 
friend int operator!= (quarter_hours A, quarter_hours B ) ; 
friend quarter_hours operator+ (quarter_hours A, quarter_hours B ) ; 
friend quarter_hours operator- (quarter_hours A, quarter_hours B ) ; 
friend quarter_hours operator* (float num, quarter_hours B ) ; 







/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */
/* quarter hours class */





cout «  "Please input the whole hour. (00-24)\n"; 
cin »  whole;
cout «  "Please input the quarter hour. (00,15,30 or 45)\n"; 
cin »  part;
strcpy(time_string, (char*)w h o l e ) ; 
strcat(time_string, ":") ; 
strcat(time_string, (char*)part);
P o s t V a l i d O  ;
}
int operator!= (quarter_hours A, quarter_hours B)
{
if ((A.whole == B.whole) && (A.part == B.part)) return FALSE; 
return TRUE;
}
int operator== (quarter_hours A, quarter_hours B)
{
if ((A.whole != B.whole) II (A.part != B.part))return FALSE; 
return TRUE;
>
quarter_hours operator+ (quarter_hours A, quarter_hours B)
{
quarter_hours ans;
ans.part = A.part + B.part; 
if (ans.part »  45)
{
ans.part = ans.part - 60; 
ans.whole = A.whole + B.whole + 1;
}




quarter_hours operator- (quarter_hours A, quarter_hours B) 
{
quarter_hours ans;
ans.part = A.part - B.part; 
if (ans.part «  0)
{■
ans.part = 60 - ans.part; 
ans.whole = A.whole - B.whole - 1;
}
else ans.whole = A.whole - B.whole; 
return ans;




ans.part = num * A.part; 
carry = ans.part / 60; 
ans.whole = (num * A.whole) + carry; 





extern check_hours_domain(quarter_hours* hourtemp); 
extern check_partial_hours_domain(quarter_hours* hourtemp);
i f (check_hours_domain(thi s ))
{










/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */










p u b l i c :
rule () {}
rule (char* n, char* t, char* e ) ; 
void Init (); 
void InputName (); 
void inputRuleTarget (); 
void InputError (); 
void inputNewRuleText (); 
void ChangeRuleText (); 
char* GetName 0  {return name;} 
char* GetRuleTarget () {return target;} 








/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */




rule::rule (char* n, char* t, char* e)
strcpy(name, n ) ; 
strcpy(target, t ) ; 
strcpy(error, e ) ;
void rule::Init ()
new(db) r u l e (“hours_worked_compare■, "day*, "MTR error IC");
void r u l e : : InputNcime () 
{
cin »  name;
void r u l e : :InputRuleTarget () 
{
cin »  target;
void r u l e : :InputError ()
{
cin.getline(error, LINESIZE);
void r u l e ::InputNewRuleText ()
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{
cout «  "Please input the name of the rule.Xn"; 
I n putName();
cout «  "Please input the target for this rule.Xn"; 
InputRuleTarget ();





cout «  "Please input the name of the rule.Xn"; 
InputName();
cout << "Please input the target for this rule.Xn"; 
InputRuleTarget ();




/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 
/* day rules class */
/******************************/




int check_partial_hours_domain(quarter_hours* hourtemp); 
// functions for rules
int absent_ntr_codes_function(date* datetemp); 
int absent_ntr_hours_function(date* datetemp) ; 
int ad j ustment_code_no_hours_funct ion (day* day temp) ; 
int check_max_exception_codes_function(day* daytemp); 
int hol_exception_exempt_function(day* daytemp); 
int hol_except i on_max_hours_funct i o n (day * daytemp); 
int hours_worked_compare_function(day* daytemp); 
int no_exception_code_function(day* daytemp); 
int sch_hours_compare_function(day* daytemp); 
int zero_exception_hours_function(day* daytemp);
/******************************/
/* Shirley Smuda - programmer */ 







int check_day_domain(date* datetemp) 
{
if (datetemp->GetMonth() == 2)
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if ((datetemp->GetDay() < 1) II (datetemp->GetDay() > 28)) 
return TRUE;
if ({datetemp->GetMonth() = = 1 )  II (datetemp->GetMonth() = = 3 )  II
(datetemp->GetMonth() = = 5 )  II (datetemp->GetMonth() = = 7 )  I I
(datetemp->GetMonth() = = 8 )  II (datetemp->GetMonth() == 10) II
(datetemp->GetMonth() == 12))
if ((datetemp->GetDay () < 1) II (datetemp->GetDay () > 31)) 
return TRUE;
if ((datetemp->GetMonth() = = 4 )  II (datetemp->GetMonth() = = 6 )  II
(datetemp->GetMonth() = = 9 )  II (datetemp->GetMonth() == 11)) 


















if (!((hourtemp->GetQuarterHour() = = 0 )  II (hourtemp->GetQuarterHour() == 15) II






if ((!(strcmp(daytemp->GetTimeCode(), 'A'))) I I (!(s t r c m p (daytemp->GetTimeCode(), 
■NTR"))))






quarter_hours z e r o (0,0);
if ((!(strcmp(daytemp->GetTimeCode(), "A*))) I I (!(strcmp(daytemp->GetTimeCode(), 
■NTR"))))













quarter_hours z e r o (0,0);
if (daytemp->CountExceptionTypes("H") II daytemp->CountExceptionTypes("PH") II 
d a y t e m p - > C o u n t E x c e p t i o n T y p e s ("V H " ) II d a y t e m p - > C o u n t E x c e p t i o n T y p e s (" B H " ) II
daytemp->CountExceptionTypes("RPH"))
if (*daytemp->GetHoursWorked() != zero)
if (daytemp->which_payperiod->which_job->GetExemptIndicator())







quarter_hours e i g h t (8,0);
if (daytemp->CountExceptionTypes("H"))




int hours_worked_compare_funct i o n (day* daytemp)
{
quarter_hours z e r o (0,0);
if (*daytemp->GetSchedHours() != zero)









quarter_hours z e r o (0,0);
if ((*daytemp->GetHoursWorked() 1= zero) II (*daytemp->GetReportedHours() != zero)) 
if (*daytemp->GetHoursWorked{) != zero)
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int zero_exception_hours_function(day* daytemp) {}
